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Lp-REPRESENTATIONS OF DISCRETE QUANTUM GROUPS
MICHAEL BRANNAN1 AND ZHONG-JIN RUAN2
Abstract. Given a locally compact quantum group G, we define and study representa-
tions and C˚-completions of the convolution algebra L1pGq associated with various linear
subspaces of the multiplier algebra CbpGq. For discrete quantum groups G, we investigate
the left regular representation, amenability and the Haagerup property in this framework.
When G is unimodular and discrete, we study in detail the C˚-completions of L1pGq as-
sociated with the non-commutative Lp-spaces LppGq. As an application of this theory, we
characterize (for each p P r1,8q) the positive definite functions on unimodular orthogonal
and unitary free quantum groups G that extend to states on the Lp-C
˚-algebra of G. Using
this result, we construct uncountably many new examples of exotic quantum group norms
for compact quantum groups.
1. Introduction
In the theory of operator algebras, the C˚-algebras associated with locally compact groups
play a prominent role, providing many interesting examples and phenomena which motivate
the general theory. Two particularly important C˚-algebras associated with any locally
compact group G are the full and reduced C˚-algebras, C˚pGq and C˚λpGq, respectively. In
general, there always exists a natural surjective ˚-homomorphism πˆλ : C˚pGq Ñ C˚λpGq.
Moreover, it is known that G is amenable if and only if C˚pGq and C˚λpGq are isomorphic,
which happens if and only if πˆλ is injective. When G is non-amenable, there generally exist
many intermediate quotient C˚-algebras
C˚pGq Ñ AÑ C˚λpGq.
Note that both the full and reduced C˚-algebras of a locally compact group G carry
additional structure coming from the underlying group G. More precisely, they are Hopf
C˚-algebras in the sense of [38] and the corresponding quotient map πˆλ : C
˚pGq Ñ C˚λpGq is
a morphism in the category of Hopf C˚-algebras. Therefore, it is natural to investigate the
existence and structure of the intermediate (or exotic) Hopf C˚-algebra quotients C˚pGq Ñ
AÑ C˚λpGq.
In a recent paper [9], Brown and Guentner made a significant contribution in this direc-
tion for discrete groups G. They showed that for any ideal D Ă ℓ8pGq, one can construct
a corresponding Hopf C˚-algebra C˚DpGq–the D-C˚-algebra of G–by completing the group
algebra CrGs in a suitable C˚-norm constructed from D. When D “ ℓ8pGq, the correspond-
ing ideal completion of CrGs is the full C˚-algebra C˚pGq and when D “ CcpGq (the ideal
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of finitely supported functions) or when D “ ℓppGq for 1 ď p ď 2, one recovers the reduced
C˚-algebra C˚λpGq. For intermediate ideals CcpGq Ĺ D Ĺ ℓ8pGq (e.g. D “ C0pGq or ℓppGq
for 2 ă p ă 8), the resulting ideal completions C˚DpGq turn out to be quite mysterious
and interesting intermediate Hopf C˚-algebras. In particular, Brown and Guentner showed
that for a free group Fk on 2 ď k ă 8 generators, there exists a p P p2,8q such that the
intermediate Hopf C˚-quotient C˚pFkq Ñ C˚ℓppFkq Ñ C˚λpFkq is exotic.
In a follow-up paper [32], Okayasu gave a detailed study of the structure of C˚ℓppFkq. The
main result in [32] (which was also obtained independently by Higson and Ozawa) is that
for all 2 ă p ă 8, the Hopf C˚-algebras C˚ℓppFkq are mutually non-isomorphic (as Hopf C˚-
algebras). Okayasu obtains this result by first showing that Fk satisfies a suitable ℓq version
of the property of rapid decay for 1 ď q ď 2 with respect to the standard conditionally
negative definite word length function on Fk. This ℓq property of rapid decay is then used to
characterize, for each 2 ď p ă 8, the positive definite functions on Fk that extend to states on
C˚ℓppFkq [32, Theorem 3.4]. The non-isomorphism result follows from this characterization.
Another remarkable consequence of this characterization is that each C˚-algebra C˚ℓppFkq
admits a unique trace [32, Corollary 3.9].
In this paper, our goal is to extend the theory of ideal completions to the general context
of locally compact quantum groups. More generally, given a locally compact quantum group
G and a linear subspace D of the multiplier C˚-algebra of “bounded continuous functions”
CbpGq “ MpC0pGqq, we define and study D-representations of G. Roughly speaking, these
are representations π : L1pGq Ñ BpHq with the property that for each pair of vectors ξ, η
in a dense subspace of H , the corresponding coefficient function ϕπξ,η belongs to D. If the
subspace D is sufficiently large, one can then define a C˚-norm }ω}D “ supπt}πpωq}u on
L1pGq, where the supremum runs over all D-representations π. The closure C˚DpGq of L1pGq
in this new norm is called the D-C˚-algebra of G.
With an eye towards studying concrete examples, we focus for a large part of this paper
on discrete quantum groups. In the discrete case, we generalize many of the known results
for D-C˚-algebras of discrete groups. In particular we show that whenever D is a subalgebra
of CbpGq containing CcpGq (the algebra of “finitely supported functions on G”) then C˚DpGq
carries a coproduct ∆ˆD making it a compact quantum group C
˚-algebra (Proposition 3.16).
Using Pontryagin duality, we can interpret C˚DpGq as a C˚-completion of the algebra PolpGˆq
of polynomial functions on the dual compact quantum group Gˆ and therefore Proposition
3.16 provides a novel approach to the construction of exotic quantum group norms for com-
pact quantum groups in the sense of Kyed and Soltan [31]. Pursuing this avenue (with
inspiration from the work of Brown-Guentner and Okayasu), we consider unimodular dis-
crete quantum groups and their corresponding non-commutative Lp-spaces LppGq. We show
that in the quantum realm, Lp-C
˚-algebras of unimodular discrete quantum groups yield
new and interesting examples of exotic compact quantum group norms. More precisely, we
study in detail Van Daele and Wang’s unimodular orthogonal free quantum groups (see [40])
and prove the following theorem.
Theorem 1.1 (Theorems 5.4 and 5.6 and Remark 5.5). Let N ě 3, F P GLNpCq a multiple
of a unitary matrix with FF¯ P R1, and let FOF be the corresponding unimodular orthogonal
free quantum group with dual compact quantum group O`F “zFOF .
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(1) For each 2 ă p ă 8, the canonical sequence of quotient maps
CupO`F q Ñ C˚LppFOF qpFOF q Ñ CpO`F q
from the universal quantum group C˚-algebra CupO`F q to the reduced quantum group
C˚-algebra CpO`F q (extending the identity map on L1pFOF q) are not injective. In par-
ticular, each Lp-C
˚-algebra norm defines an exotic quantum group norm on PolpO`F q
in the sense of Kyed and Soltan [31].
(2) For each 2 ă p ‰ p1 ă 8, the Hopf C˚-algebras C˚LppFOF qpFOF q and C˚Lp1pFOF qpFOF q
are not isomorphic (as Hopf C˚-algebras). Moreover, C˚LppFOF qpFOF q is not isomor-
phic (as an abstract C˚-algebra) to either CupO`F q or CpO`F q.
(3) For each 2 ď p ă 8, the C˚-algebra C˚LppFOF qpFOF q admits a unique trace.
The results of the above theorem precisely parallel what is known about the ℓp-C
˚-algebras
of free groups from [32]. Moreover, our general strategy for proving the above results is
inspired by [32]: We first prove a non-commutative Lq-version of the property of rapid
decay for the discrete quantum groups FOF (Proposition 5.9) and use this geometric-analytic
property in conjunction with the Haagerup property for FOF [7, 18] to characterize the
positive definite functions on FOF that extend to states on the corresponding Lp-C
˚-algebra
(Theorem 5.14). The estimates given by our Lq-property of rapid decay also enable us to
show, using a quantum “conjugation by generators” technique, that these C˚-algebras admit
a unique tracial state. We point out, however, that the non-commutative nature of the spaces
LppGq in the quantum setting make some of the required techniques quite different from the
corresponding ones for discrete groups. In particular, we are required to make extensive use
of complex interpolation techniques and some notions from the theory of operator spaces to
eventually arrive at Theorem 1.1.
Using the above tools developed to study the Lp-C
˚-algebras of FOF , we also investigate
Van Daele and Wang’s unimodular unitary free quantum groups FUF [40], and obtain similar
results there (see Corollary 5.23).
Along the way to proving the above theorems , we also derive several general results on
D-C˚-algebras of locally compact quantum groups which are of independent interest. In
particular, we characterize the Haagerup property of a locally compact quantum group G
in terms of its C0pGq-C˚-algebra (Theorem 3.20). We characterize the amenability of a
unimodular discrete quantum group G in terms of the canonical quotient map from the
universal C˚-algebra of G to C˚LppGqpGq being isometric for some finite 1 ă p ă 8 (Theorem
4.5). We also introduce and develop some basic properties of the D-Fourier and D-Fourier-
Stieltjes algebras ADpGq and BDpGq associated with a locally compact quantum group G.
These are natural “D-analogues” of the usual Fourier and Fourier-Stieltjes algebras for locally
compact groups introduced in [22]. We note here that similar objects were considered in the
context of ideal completions for locally compact groups in the work of Kaliszewski, Landstad
and Quigg [27].
This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 contains a brief review of some aspects
of the theory of locally compact quantum groups and their Hilbert space representations.
Section 3 introduces the notion of a D-representation of a locally compact group G and
the corresponding D-C˚-algebra of G, where D is any linear subspace of CbpGq. Here we
introduce the D-Fourier(-Stieltjes) algebras, prove that C˚DpGq carries the structure of a
compact quantum group whenever G is discrete and D is a subalgebra of L8pGq, and study
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the Haagerup property of locally compact quantum groups in terms of C0pGq-representations.
In Section 4, we restrict our attention to unimodular discrete quantum groups and study the
ideals LppGq and the corresponding Lp-C˚-algebras. In the final Section 5, we recall some
facts about the (unimodular) free orthogonal/unitary quantum groups and then perform a
detailed analysis of their Lp-C
˚-algebras.
Acknowledgements. The authors wish to thank Quanhua Xu for fruitful conversations
related to complex interpolation at an early stage of this work and to thank the referee for
helpful suggestions.
2. Preliminaries
In the following, we write b for the minimal tensor product of C˚-algebras or tensor
product of Hilbert spaces, b for the spatial tensor product of von Neumann algebras and d
for the algebraic tensor product. All inner products are taken to be conjugate-linear in the
second variable.
2.1. Locally compact quantum groups. Let us first recall from [29] and [30] that a
(von Neumann algebraic) locally compact quantum group is a quadruple G “ pM,∆, hL, hRq,
where M is a von Neumann algebra, ∆ : M Ñ MbM is a co-associative coproduct, i.e. a
unital normal ˚-homomorphism such that
pιb∆q ˝∆ “ p∆b ιq ˝∆,
and hL and hR are normal faithful semifinite weights on M such that
pιb hLq∆pxq “ hLpxq1 and phR b ιq∆pxq “ hRpxq1 px PM`q.
We call hL and hR the left Haar weight and the right Haar weight of G, respectively, and we
write L8pGq for the quantum group von Neumann algebra M .
Associated with each locally compact quantum group G, there is a reduced quantum group
C*-algebra C0pGq Ď L8pGq with coproduct
∆ : x P C0pGq ÞÑ ∆pxq P MpC0pGq b C0pGqq Ď L8pGqbL8pGq.
Here we let MpBq denote the multiplier algebra of a C*-algebra B. Therefore, pC0pGq,∆q
together with hL and hR restricted to C0pGq is a C*-algebraic locally compact quantum
group.
Using the left Haar weight hL, we can apply the GNS construction to obtain an inner
product
xΛpxq|Λpyqy “ hLpy˚xq
on NhL “ tx P L8pGq : hLpx˚xq ă 8u, and thus obtain a Hilbert space L2pGq “ L2pG, hLq.
Here, Λ : NhL Ñ L2pGq is the canonical injection. The quantum group von Neumann
algebra L8pGq is standardly represented on L2pGq via the unital normal ˚-homomorphism
π : L8pGq Ñ BpL2pGqq satisfying πpxqΛpyq “ Λpxyq. There exists a (left) fundamental
unitary operator W on L2pGq b L2pGq, which satisfies the pentagonal relation
W12W13W23 “W23W12.
Here, and later, we use the standard leg number notation: W12 “ W b I,W13 “ Σ23W12Σ23
and W23 “ 1bW , where Σ : L2pGq b L2pGq Ñ L2pGq b L2pGq is the flip map. In this case,
the coproduct ∆ on L8pGq can be expressed as ∆pxq “W ˚p1b xqW .
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Let L1pGq “ L8pGq˚ be the predual of L8pGq. Then the pre-adjoint of ∆ induces on
L1pGq a completely contractive Banach algebra product
‹ “ ∆˚ : ω b ω1 P L1pGqpbL1pGq ÞÑ ω ‹ ω1 “ pω b ω1q∆ P L1pGq,
where we let pb denote the operator space projective tensor product. Using the Haar weights,
one can construct an antipode S on L8pGq satisfying pS b ιqW “ W ˚. Since, in general, S
is unbounded on L8pGq, we can not use S to define an involution on L1pGq. However, we
can consider a dense subalgebra L71pGq of L1pGq, which is defined to be the collection of all
ω P L1pGq such that there exists ω7 P L1pGq with xω7, xy “ xω, Spxq˚y for each x P DompSq.
It is known from [28] and [30, Section 2] that L7
1
pGq is an involutive Banach algebra with
involution ω ÞÑ ω7 and norm }ω}7 “ maxt}ω}, }ω7}u.
2.2. Representations of locally compact quantum groups. A representation pπ,Hq of
a locally compact quantum group G is a non-degenerate completely contractive homomor-
phism π : L1pGq Ñ BpHq whose restriction to L71pGq is a ˚-homomorphism. It is shown in
[28, Corollary 2.13] that each representation pπ,Hq of G corresponds uniquely to a unitary
operator Uπ in MpC0pGq bKpHqq Ď L8pGqbBpHq such that
p∆b ιqUπ “ Uπ,13Uπ,23.
The correspondence is given by
πpωq “ pω b ιqUπ P BpHq pω P L1pGqq.
We call Uπ the unitary representation of G associated with π.
Given two representations pπ,Hπq and pσ,Hσq, we can obtain new representations by
forming their tensor product and direct sum. The unitary operator
Uπjσ :“ Uπ,12Uσ,13 PMpC0pGq bKpHπ bHσqq
determines a representation
π j σ : ω P L1pGq ÞÑ pω b ιqUπjσ P BpHπ bHσq.
We call the representation pπ j σ,Hπ bHσq the tensor product of π and σ. The direct sum
pπ ‘ σ,Hπ ‘Hσq of π and σ is given by the representation
π ‘ σ : ω P L1pGq Ñ πpωq ‘ σpωq P BpHπ ‘Hσq.
We often use the notion Uπ ‘ Uσ for the corresponding unitary operator Uπ‘σ.
For representations pπ,Hq of G, one of course has all of the usual notions of (ir)reducibility,
intertwiners, unitary equivalence etc. that can be considered for representations of general
Banach algebras.
The left regular representation is defined by
λ : ω P L1pGq ÞÑ pω b ιqW P BpL2pGqq.
This is an injective completely contractive homomorphism from L1pGq into BpL2pGqq such
that λpω7q “ λpωq˚ for all ω P L7
1
pGq. Therefore, λ is a ˚-homomorphism when restricted
to L7
1
pGq. The norm closure of λpL1pGqq gives us the reduced quantum group C˚-algebra
C0pGˆq and the σ-weak closure of λpL1pGqq gives us the quantum group von Neumann algebra
L8pGˆq. There is a coproduct on L8pGˆq given by
∆ˆ : xˆ P L8pGˆq Ñ ∆ˆpxˆq “ Wˆ ˚p1b xˆqWˆ P L8pGˆqbL8pGˆq,
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where Wˆ “ ΣW ˚Σ. We can find Haar weights hˆL and hˆR to turn Gˆ “ pL8pGˆq, ∆ˆ, hˆL, hˆRq
into a locally compact quantum group – the dual quantum group to G. Repeating this
argument for the dual quantum group Gˆ , we get the left regular representation
λˆ : ωˆ P L1pGˆq ÞÑ pωˆ b ιqWˆ “ pιb ωˆqW ˚ P BpL2pGqq.
It turns out that C0pGq and L8pGq are just the norm and σ-weak closure of λˆpL1pGˆqq in
BpL2pGqq, respectively. This gives us the quantum group version of Pontryagin duality
ˆˆ
G “ G.
There is a universal representation πu : L1pGq Ñ BpHuq and we obtain the universal quan-
tum group C˚-algebra CupGˆq “ πupL1pGqq}¨}. By the universal property, every representation
π : L1pGq Ñ BpHq uniquely corresponds to a surjective ˚-homomorphism πˆ from CupGˆq onto
the C*-algebra CπpGˆq “ πpL1pGqq}¨} such that π “ πˆ˝πu. In particular, the left regular repre-
sentation pλ, L2pGqq uniquely determines a surjective ˚-homomorphism πˆλ from CupGˆq onto
C0pGˆq. Considering the duality, we can obtain the universal quantum group C˚-algebra
CupGq and we denote by πλˆ : CupGq Ñ C0pGq the canonical surjective ˚-homomorphism. As
shown in [28], CupGq admits a coproduct ∆u : CupGq Ñ MpCupGq b CupGqq which turns
pCupGq,∆uq into a C˚-algebraic locally compact quantum group with left and right Haar
weights given by hL ˝ πλˆ and hR ˝ πλˆ, respectively. A locally compact quantum group G is
called co-amenable if πλˆ is an isomorphism, and G is called amenable if L8pGq admits a left
invariant mean, i.e. there is a state m P L8pGq˚ such that
m
`pω b ιq∆pxq˘ “ ωp1qmpxq pω P L1pGq, x P L8pGqq.
It is shown in [28] that the fundamental unitary W of G admits a “semi-universal” version
WP MpC0pGq b CupGˆqq which has the property that for each representation π : L1pGq Ñ
BpHq, the corresponding unitary operator Uπ can be expressed as
pιb πˆq W“ Uπ.
Moreover, Wsatisfies the following relations
p∆b ιq W“ W13 W23 and pιb ∆ˆuq W“ W13 W12.(2.1)
2.3. Compact and discrete quantum groups. A locally compact quantum group is
called compact if C0pGq is unital, or equivalently hL “ hR is a bi-invariant state (after an
appropriate normalization). In this case, we will write CpGq for C0pGq. We say G is discrete
if Gˆ is a compact quantum group, or equivalently, if L1pGq is unital. Note that a discrete
quantum group is always co-amenable, and compact quantum groups are always amenable.
In particular, we always have CupGq “ C0pGq for discrete quantum groups.
Let G be a discrete quantum group. Denote by IrrpGˆq the collection of equivalence classes
of finite dimensional irreducible representations of Gˆ. For each α P IrrpGˆq, select a represen-
tative unitary representation pUˆα, Hαq. Then Uˆα can be identified with a unitary matrix
Uˆα “ ruˆαijs P MdαpCpGˆqq,
where dα “ dimHα. The linear subspace PolpGˆq Ď CpGˆq spanned by tuˆαij : α P IrrpGˆq, 1 ď
i, j ď dαu is a dense Hopf-˚-subalgebra of CpGˆq. The coproduct on PolpGˆq is given by
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restricting ∆ˆ to PolpGˆq, and we have
∆ˆpuˆαijq “
dαÿ
k“1
uˆαik b uˆαkj.
We call PolpGˆq the algebra of polynomial functions on Gˆ.
The Haar state hˆ “ hˆL “ hˆR is always faithful when restricted to PolpGˆq, and CupGˆq can
be identified with the universal enveloping C˚-algebra of PolpGˆq. This allows us to regard
PolpGˆq as a dense ˚-subalgebra of CupGˆq, and the semi-universal fundamental unitary of the
discrete quantum group G is given by
W“ à
αPIrrpGˆq
pUˆαq˚ “ à
αPIrrpGˆq
ÿ
1ďi,jďdα
eαij b uˆα˚ji PMpC0pGq b CupGˆqq.(2.2)
In general, for any discrete quantum group G, we have
C0pGq “ c0 ´
à
αPIrrpGˆq
BpHαq and L8pGq “
ź
αPIrrpGˆq
BpHαq.
Denote by CcpGq the (algebraic) direct sum
À
αPIrrpGˆq BpHαq. Then CcpGq forms a common
core for the Haar weights hL and hR.
For each α P IrrpGˆq, denote by pα P L8pGq the minimal central projection whose support
is BpHαq. Let Trα be the canonical trace on BpHαq (with Trαp1q “ dα). One can then find
positive invertible matrices Qα P BpHαq which satisfy
mα “ TrαpQαq “ TrαpQ´1α q and ∆pQαq “ Qα bQα.
The left and right Haar weights on G are given by the formulas
hLppαxq “ mαTrαpQ´1α pαxq and hRppαxq “ mαTrαpQαpαxq.(2.3)
See [34, Equations (2.12)-(2.13)]. Using the left Haar weight hL (and the fact that L8pGq is
a direct product of full matrix algebras), we have
L2pGq “ ℓ2 ´
à
αPIrrpGˆq
L2pBpHαq, hL|BpHαqq “ NhL.
As in the case of discrete groups, for each ω P L1pGq, we can find a unique x P L8pGq
such that ω “ ωx, where we define ωxpyq “ hLpyxq for each y P L8pGq. Indeed, for each
α P IrrpGˆq let x˜α P BpHαq be the unique element such that ω|BpHαq “ Trαp¨ x˜αq. Then one
readily computes
ω “ ωx where x “
´ x˜αQα
TrαpQαq
¯
αPIrrpGˆq
P L8pGq.
Moreover, we have }x}L8pGq ď }ω}L1pGq. This yields a linear identification of L1pGq with the
subspace
MhL :“
!
x P L8pGq : ωx P L1pGq
)
Ď L8pGq,
Using the above identification, we can transfer the convolution product on L1pGq to MhL.
Indeed, given x, y P MhL, there exists a unique element z P MhL such that ωz “ ωx ‹ ωy.
We write z “ x ‹ y and call z the convolution product of x and y. Since CcpGq Ď MhL,
we can naturally identify CcpGq with a subspace ApGq “ tωx : x P CcpGqu in L1pGq. In
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fact, ApGq is a norm dense Hopf ˚-subalgebra of L1pGq (see [20] and [34]). Therefore, we
can conclude that the convolution product is closed on CcpGq, i.e for any x, y P CcpGq, we
have z “ x ‹ y P CcpGq. The above convolution product for CcpGq was also considered by
Vergnioux in [43, Section 4.2]. We note that Vergnioux attributes the above convolution
product to Podle`s and Woronowicz [34], but the reader should be aware that the convolution
product considered here and in [43] does not appear explicitly in [34]. Indeed, [34, Section
2] considers the dual setting and constructs a convolution product on the Hopf ˚-algebra
PolpGˆq.
3. D-representations and associated C˚-algebras
3.1. Coefficient functions of representations. Let π : L1pGq Ñ BpHq be a represen-
tation and let pUπ, Hq be the associated unitary representation. For each ξ, η P H , we let
ωξ,η P BpHq˚ denote the σ-weakly continuous linear functional x ÞÑ xxξ|ηy and we call
ϕπξ,η “ pιb ωξ,ηqUπ “ pιb ωξ,η ˝ πˆq WP CbpGq Ď L8pGq
a coefficient function of the representation π. Equivalently, ϕπξ,η is determined by the dual
pairing
xω, ϕπξ,ηy “ xπpωqξ|ηy pω P L1pGqq.
One can of course slice representations by more general bounded linear functionals ω P BpHq˚
and we also call ϕπω “ pιb ωqpUπq P CbpGq Ď L8pGq a coefficient function of π.
Despite being unbounded in general, the antipode S of G behaves quite nicely with re-
spect to coefficient functions of representations of G. Indeed, for any unitary representation
pUπ, Hq of G, one has U˚π “ pS b ιqUπ, and consequently for any pair of vectors ξ, η P H ,
ϕπξ,η P DompSq and Spϕπξ,ηq “ pϕπη,ξq˚. See for example [8, Proposition 4.4].
An important notion in this paper will be that of a positive definite function on G.
Definition 3.1. An element y P CbpGq is called a (norm one) positive definite function if
there exist a representation pπ,Hq and a (unit) vector ξ P H such that y “ ϕπξ,ξ.
Remark 3.2. In [15], Daws and Salmi considered various quantum group generalizations
of the notion of a positive definite function on a group. The reader should be warned that
our notion of positive definiteness differs from the one in [15]. More precisely, an element
y P CbpGq is a positive definite function in our sense if and only if y˚ is a Fourier-Stieltjes
transform of a positive measure in the sense of [15].
The following lemma is a straightforward consequence of the definitions.
Lemma 3.3. Let pπ,Hπq and pσ,Hσq be two representations of G. Then we have
ϕπjσωbω1 “ ϕπωϕσω1 and ϕπ‘σω‘ω1 “ ϕπω ` ϕσω1 pω P BpHπq˚, ω1 P BpHσq˚q.
Since L8pGq is the dual space of L1pGq, the product on L1pGq induces a natural L1pGq-
bimodule action on L8pGq given by
ω ‹ x “ pιb ωq∆pxq and x ‹ ω “ pω b ιq∆pxq pω P L1pGq, x P L8pGqq.
Lemma 3.4. For any representation pπ,Hq, ω P L71pGq and ξ, η P H, we have
ϕππpωqξ,η “ ω ‹ ϕπξ,η and ϕπξ,πpωqη “ ϕπξ,η ‹ ω7.
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Proof. Let ω1 P L1pGq. Then
xω1, ϕππpωqξ,ηy “ xπpω1qπpωqξ|ηy “ xω1 ‹ ω, ϕπξ,ηy “ xω1, ω ‹ ϕπξ,ηy.
This proves the first equality. The second equality is proved in the same fashion:
xω1, ϕπξ,πpωqηy “ xπpωq˚πpω1qξ|ηy “ xω7 ‹ ω1, ϕπξ,ηy “ xω1, ϕπξ,η ‹ ω7y.

3.2. D-Representations. Let us begin with the definition of D-representations.
Definition 3.5. Let G be a locally compact quantum group and let D be a (not necessarily
closed) linear subspace of CbpGq. A representation pπ,Hq of G is called a D-representation
if there is a dense subspace H0 Ď H such that for all pairs ξ, η P H0, the coefficient function
ϕπξ,η belongs to D.
We can easily obtain the following functorial properties of D-representations.
Lemma 3.6. Let G be a locally compact quantum group.
(1) The direct sum of a family of D-representations is a D-representation.
(2) If D is a subalgebra of CbpGq, the tensor product of two D-representations is a D-
representation.
(3) If D is a two-sided ideal in CbpGq, the tensor product of a D-representation with an
arbitrary representation is again a D-representation.
Proof. We provide a proof for (1) and (3). The argument for (2) is similar. Let tpπα, Hαqu
be a family of D-representations with norm dense subspaces Hα,0 Ď Hα. It is known from
Lemma 3.3 that p‘απα,‘αHαq is again a representation with the associated unitary operator
given by ‘αUα. In this case, H0 “ tξ “ pξαq : ξα P Hα,0 and finitely many ξα ‰ 0u is a
norm dense subspace of ‘αHα such that
ϕ‘απαξ,η “
ÿ
α
ϕπαξα,ηα P D
for all ξ “ pξαq, η “ pηαq P H0. This shows that ‘απα is a D-representation.
Let D be a two-sided ideal, pπ,Hq a D-representation with norm dense subspace H0, and
pσ,Kq another representation. Then Lemma 3.3 implies that pπjσ,HbKq and pσjπ,KbHq
are D-representations with dense subspaces H0 dK and K dH0, respectively. 
Clearly every representation of G is an CbpGq-representation. Using the language of [16],
the C0pGq-representations are precisely the mixing representations of G and arise in the
study of the Haagerup property. We will discuss this further in Section 3.6. When G is a
discrete quantum group, we get L8pGq “ CbpGq. In this setting another important space to
consider is the two-sided ideal D “ CcpGq in L8pGq and the corresponding class of CcpGq-
representations. The following proposition shows that for discrete quantum groups, the left
regular representation pλ, L2pGqq is the prototypical example of a CcpGq-representation.
Proposition 3.7. If G is a discrete quantum group, the left regular representation pλ, L2pGqq
is a CcpGq-representation.
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Proof. Since CcpGq is a dense subspace of L2pGq, it suffices to show that
ϕλ
Λpxq,Λpyq P CcpGq px, y P CcpGqq.
Let us recall from equation (8.1) in [29] that
ϕλΛpxq,Λpyq “ pιb ωΛpxq,ΛpyqqW “ pιb hLqp∆py˚qp1b xqq px, y P NhLq.(3.1)
Since ∆pCcpGqqp1 b CcpGqq Ď CcpGq d CcpGq (see [20, Corollary 6.5]), we have ϕλΛpxq,Λpyq P
CcpGq for all x, y P CcpGq Ď L2pGq 
Remark 3.8. For general (non-discrete/non-compact) locally compact quantum groups,
there is no good notion for the space CcpGq. In this case, we can replace CcpGq in Proposition
3.7 with the space N˚hLXCbpGq and show that the left regular representation pλ, L2pGqq is an
N
˚
hL
XCbpGq-representation. To see this, let us recall from [10, Section 3] that a representation
π : L1pGq Ñ BpHq is square integrable if for each α in a dense subspace of H and every
β P H , the bounded linear functional Cπα,β “ ωα,β ˝ πˆ P CupGˆq˚ is square integrable. I.e., the
map
xˆ P DompΛˆuq ÞÑ Cπα,βpxˆq P C
extends to a bounded linear functional on L2pGˆq. Let us recall that there is a dense subspace
I “ tω P L1pGq : there exists M ě 0 such that |ωpx˚q| ď M}Λpxq} : x P NhLu in L1pGq,
and each ω P I determines a unique element ξpωq P L2pGq such that xξpωq|Λpxqy “ ωpx˚q
for all x P NhL (see [29, Section 8]). Then with respect to the dual Haar weight hˆL, we have
the isometric identification
ξpωq P L2pGq Ñ Λˆpλpωqq “ Λˆupπupωqq P L2pGˆq pω P Iq.
Since
Cπα,βpπupωqq “ pω b ωα,β ˝ πˆq W“ xω, ϕπα,βy “ xξpωq|Λppϕπα,βq˚qy pω P Iq,
we conclude from [37, Proposition 1.11.26] that Cπα,β is square integrable if and only if the
coefficient function ϕπα,β is contained in N
˚
hL
XCbpGq. Thus, whenever π is a square integrable
representation, it is also a N˚hL XCbpGq-representation. (Note that the converse is not being
claimed!) Since the left regular representation pλ, L2pGqq is square integrable [10, Lemma
3.7], it is an N˚hL X CbpGq-representation
The following result is the discrete quantum group analogue of the fact that any square
summable function on a discrete group can be realized as a coefficient function of the left
regular representation.
Proposition 3.9. If G is a discrete quantum group, every element y P N˚hL is a coefficient
function of the left regular representation pλ, L2pGqq. If, in addition, y is a norm one positive
definite function, then there is a unit vector ξ P L2pGq such that y “ ϕλξ,ξ.
Proof. Let p0 P L8pGq be the minimal central projection associated with the equivalence
class of the trivial representation of Gˆ. Since ωp0 is the unit of L1pGq, equation (3.1) gives
xω, yy “ xω ‹ ωp0, yy “ xω, pιb hLqp∆pyqp1b p0qqy “ xω, ϕλΛpp0q,Λpy˚qy pω P L1pGqq.
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Therefore y “ ϕλ
Λpp0q,Λpy˚q
is a coefficient function of the left regular representation. In
particular, y determines a normal linear functional on L8pGˆq “ λpL71pGqq2 such that
λpωq ÞÑ xω, yy “ xλpωqΛpp0q|Λpy˚qy pω P L71pGqq.
If y “ ϕπη,η is also norm one positive definite function, then the above linear functional is a
normal state since
xω7 ‹ ω, yy “ xπpω7 ‹ ωqη|ηy ě 0 pω P L71pGqq.
Since L8pGˆq is in standard position on L2pGq, it follows that y “ ϕλξ,ξ for some unit vector
ξ P L2pGq. 
3.3. The D-C˚-algebra of G. Let G be a locally compact quantum group and let D be a
linear subspace of CbpGq. We can define a C˚-semi-norm
}ω}D “ supt}πpωq} : π is a D-representation of Gu
on L1pGq. The (non-)degeneracy of the semi-norm }¨}D depends on the particular structure of
the subspace D. For general locally compact quantum groups G, the inclusion N˚hLXCbpGq Ď
D suffices to ensure that } ¨ }D is non-degenerate because the left regular representation
pλ, L2pGqq is always a faithful D-representation (see Remark 3.8). When G is a discrete
quantum group, a weaker sufficient condition for the non-degeneracy of } ¨}D is that CcpGq Ď
D. This follows because the left regular representation is a faithful CcpGq-representation by
Proposition 3.7. Since we are generally interested in linear subspaces D Ď CbpGq for which
} ¨ }D is a C˚-norm on L1pGq that dominates the CpGˆq-norm, this leads us to make the
following assumption throughout the rest of the paper.
Assumption 3.10. In this paper, we only consider linear subspaces D Ď CbpGq for which
pλ, L2pGqq is a D-representation. In particular, we always assume } ¨ }D is a C˚-norm on
L1pGq.
Under the above assumption, we define the D-C˚-algebra of G,
C˚DpGq “ L1pGq
}¨}D “ L7
1
pGq}¨}D
to be the norm closure of L1pGq (respectively, the closure of L71pGq) with respect to the norm
} ¨ }D. When D “ CbpGq, we will simply write C˚8pGq instead of C˚CbpGqpGq.
Remark 3.11. For a discrete quantum group G, we can equivalently consider C˚DpGq as a
C˚-completion of the algebra PolpGˆq of polynomial functions on Gˆ. Indeed, since there is
a natural ˚-isomorphic identification between ApGq Ă L7
1
pGq and PolpGˆq, we see that each
representation pπ,Hq of G uniquely corresponds to a ˚-representation pπˆ, Hq of PolpGˆq. We
can then equivalently define a C˚-norm } ¨ }D on PolpGˆq by setting
}aˆ}D “ supt}πˆpaˆq} : pπ,Hπq is a D-representation of Gu paˆ P PolpGˆqq.
If we let CDpGˆq “ PolpGˆq
}¨}D
, then we obtain a canonical ˚-isomorphism CDpGˆq – C˚DpGq
extending the isomorphism PolpGˆq – ApGq. In the remainder of the paper, we will regard
C˚DpGq and CDpGˆq as the same object and simply refer to it as the D-C˚-algebra of the
discrete quantum group G.
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The following are some expected properties of D-C˚-algebras.
Proposition 3.12. Let G be a locally compact quantum group.
(1) Every D-representation pπ,Hq of G extends uniquely to a ˚-homomorphism π :
C˚DpGq Ñ BpHq.
(2) Every D-C˚-algebra C˚DpGq admits a faithful ˚-representation πD : C˚DpGq Ñ BpHDq
whose restriction to L1pGq is a D-representation.
(3) IfD1 Ď D2 are subspaces in CbpGq, then there exists a unique surjective ˚-homomorphism
σ : C˚D2pGq Ñ C˚D1pGq extending the identity map on L1pGq.
(4) The identity map on L1pGq extends to a ˚-isomorphism C˚8pGq – CupGˆq.
(5) If G is discrete and CcpGq Ď D Ď N˚hL, then the identity map on L1pGq extends to a
˚-isomorphism C˚DpGq – CpGˆq.
Proof. (1). Obvious.
(2). It is routine to check that the set of D-representations of G separates the points in
C˚DpGq. Therefore, for each 0 ‰ x P C˚DpGq we can find a D-representation pπx, Hxq of G such
πxpxq ‰ 0. Then the direct sum pπD, HDq “ p
À
x πx,
À
xHxq is a faithful ˚-representation
of C˚DpGq and its restriction to L1pGq is a D-representation by Lemma 3.6.
(3). If D1 and D2 are as above, then from the definition of the norms } ¨ }Di, we have
}ω}D1 ď }ω}D2 pω P L1pGqq,
so the existence of the quotient map σ : C˚D2pGq Ñ C˚D1pGq follows.
(4). Since CupGˆq is the universal enveloping C˚-algebra of L1pGq and every representation
π : L1pGq Ñ BpHq is an CbpGq-representation, the canonical isomorphism C˚8pGq – CupGˆq
is immediate.
(5). Let G be discrete and CcpGq Ď D Ď N˚hL. By Proposition 3.7, the left regu-
lar representation λ is a CcpGq-representation and therefore λ extends to a surjective ˚-
homomorphism
λ : C˚CcpGqpGq Ñ CpGˆq.
Combining this with (3), we obtain a sequence of surjective ˚-homomorphisms
C˚
N
˚
hL
pGq Ñ C˚DpGq Ñ C˚CcpGqpGq
λÝÑ CpGˆq
extending the identity map on L1pGq, and it suffices to show that these maps are isometric.
I.e., }ω}N˚
hL
ď }λpωq} for each ω P L71pGq. Fix ω P L71pGq and ǫ ą 0. Then there is an
N
˚
hL
-representation π : L1pGq Ñ BpHq with dense subspace H0 and a unit vector ξ P H0 so
that
}ω}2
N
˚
hL
´ ǫ ď }πpωqξ}2 “ xω7 ‹ ω, ϕπξ,ξy.
Since ϕπξ,ξ P N˚hL, we can conclude from Proposition 3.9 that ϕπξ,ξ is a norm one positive
definite function associated with λ. Therefore, we have
xω7 ‹ ω, ϕπξ,ξy ď }λpω7 ‹ ωq} “ }λpωq}2.
Since ǫ ą 0 is arbitrary, we have }ω}N˚
hL
ď }λpωq}. 
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3.4. The coefficient spaces BDpGq and ADpGq. Two important objects in our study of
D-C˚-algebras will be the spaces BDpGq and ADpGq of coefficient functions associated with
these C˚-algebras. In this section, we define these objects and discuss a few of their basic
properties. For locally compact groups, spaces of this type were studied in [27].
As usual, let D Ď CbpGq be a linear subspace for which } ¨ }D is non-degenerate on L1pGq.
Given a representation pπ,Hπq of G, we say that π is C˚DpGq-continuous if π extends to a
representation of C˚DpGq on Hπ. We let
BDpGq “
!
ϕπξ,η : pπ,Hπq is a C˚DpGq-continuous representation of G and ξ, η P Hπ
)
be the set of all coefficient functions of C˚DpGq-continuous representations of G. Since the
direct sum of C˚DpGq-continuous representations is C˚DpGq-continuous, it is easy to see that
BDpGq is a linear subspace of CbpGq. There is a natural Banach space norm on BDpGq given
by
}ϕ}BDpGq “ inft}ξ}}η} : ϕ “ ϕπξ,η, pπ,Hπq is C˚DpGq-continuous and ξ, η P Hπu.
With this norm, we can isometrically identify BDpGq with the dual Banach space C˚DpGq˚.
Indeed, if µˆ P C˚DpGq˚, there exist a C˚DpGq-continuous representation pπ,Hq ofG and vectors
ξ, η P H such that µˆ “ ωξ,η ˝ π. Since }µˆ} “ inft}ξ}}η} : µˆ “ ωξ,η ˝ πu, the map
µˆ “ ωξ,η ˝ π P C˚DpGq˚ ÞÑ ϕπξ,η P BDpGq
defines a linear isometric isomorphism from C˚DpGq˚ onto BDpGq.
Remark 3.13. When D “ CbpGq, we know from Lemma 3.3 that BCbpGqpGq is a subalgebra
of CbpGq, while on the other hand the dual space C˚8pGq˚ “ CupGˆq˚ is a completely con-
tractive Banach algebra with product given by µˆ ‹ νˆ “ pµˆb νˆq ˝ ∆ˆu. With respect to these
algebraic structures, BCbpGqpGq and C˚8pGq˚ are isometrically anti-isomorphic. Indeed, the
linear isometric isomorphism
µˆ “ ωξ,η ˝ π P C˚8pGq˚ ÞÑ ϕπξ,η “ pιb ωξ,η ˝ πˆq WP BCbpGqpGq
is anti-multiplicative since pι b ∆ˆuq W“ W13 W12. Following the existing conventions for
locally compact groups, we write BpGq “ BCbpGqpGq and we call BpGq the Fourier-Stieltjes
algebra of G. In particular, since C˚8pGq˚ is a dual Banach algebra [14, Lemma 8.1], it
follows that BpGq is also a dual Banach algebra. (I.e., the multiplication map on BpGq is
separately weak˚ continuous).
It follows from Assumption 3.10 and Proposition 3.12 that if D1 Ď D2 Ď CbpGq are linear
subspaces, then there are surjective ˚-homomorphisms
CupGˆq “ C˚8pGq Ñ C˚D2pGq Ñ C˚D1pGq Ñ CpGˆq
extending the identity map on L1pGq. Taking adjoints, we obtain weak˚-continuous isometric
inclusions
BλpGq ãÑ BD1pGq ãÑ BD2pGq ãÑ BpGq,
where BλpGq “ tϕπξ,η P BpGq : pπ,Hπq is C0pGˆq-continuousu – C0pGˆq˚ is the reduced
Fourier-Stieltjes algebra of G. We will show in Proposition 3.15 that if D is any subalgebra
(or a two-sided ideal) of CbpGq, then BDpGq is a closed subalgebra (or a closed two-sided
ideal) of BpGq.
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On the other hand, we let
ADpGq “
!
ϕπξ,η : pπ,Hπq is a D-representation of G and ξ, η P Hπ
)
be the set of all coefficient functions of D-representations of G. Since the direct sum of
D-representations is again a D-representation (cf. Lemma 3.6) and every D-representation
is C˚DpGq-continuous, ADpGq is a linear subspace of BDpGq. There is a natural norm on
ADpGq given by
}ϕ}ADpGq “ inft}ξ}}η} : ϕ “ ϕπξ,η, pπ,Hπq is a D-representation of G and ξ, η P Hπu.
In general, we have }ϕ}ADpGq ě }ϕ}BDpGq for all ϕ P ADpGq. Since ADpGq clearly separates
points in C˚DpGq (when viewed as a linear subspace of C˚DpGq˚ under our linear isomorphism
BDpGq – C˚DpGq˚), we obtain a contractive weak˚ dense inclusion ADpGq ãÑ BDpGq.
If D “ CbpGq, it is easy to see that ACbpGqpGq “ BpGq isometrically, but in general it
is not clear whether the inclusion ADpGq ãÑ BDpGq is always isometric. In the following
proposition, we show that for a discrete quantum group G and any linear subspace CcpGq Ď
D Ď N˚hL, ADpGq can be isometrically identified with the Fourier algebra ApGq of G, where
ApGq “ tϕλξ,η : ξ, η P L2pGqu is the space of all coefficient functions of the left regular
representation, equipped with the norm }ϕ}ApGq “ inft}ξ}}η} : ϕ “ ϕλξ,η, ξ, η P L2pGqu.
With this norm, ApGq is isometrically isomorphic to the predual of L8pGˆq and we have the
isometric inclusions
ApGq ãÑ BλpGq ãÑ BpGq.
Proposition 3.14. Let G be a discrete quantum group and let CcpGq Ď D Ď L8pGq be a
linear subspace .
(1) For any ϕ P ApGq, we have
}ϕ}ApGq “ }ϕ}ACcpGqpGq “ }ϕ}ADpGq “ }ϕ}BpGq.
(2) If D Ď N˚hL, then ADpGq is isometrically isomorphic to ApGq. In this case, we have
the isometric inclusion ADpGq ãÑ BDpGq.
Proof. Let us first recall from Proposition 3.7 that the left regular representation pλ, L2pGqq
is a CcpGq-representation. Then we have
ApGq Ď ACcpGqpGq Ď ADpGq Ď BpGq
and
}ϕ}ApGq ě }ϕ}ACcpGqpGq ě }ϕ}ADpGq ě }ϕ}BpGq pϕ P ApGqq.
(1) now follows from the isometric inclusion ApGq ãÑ BλpGq ãÑ BpGq.
To prove (2), it suffices to show that if CcpGq Ď D Ď N˚hL and ϕ P ADpGq, then ϕ P ApGq.
Now let us assume ϕ “ ϕπξ,η for some D-representation pπ,Hq and ξ, η P H . We can
choose two sequences of vectors pξnq and pηnqn in the dense subspace H0 Ď H such that
ξn Ñ ξ and ηn Ñ η. Then ϕn “ ϕπξn,ηn P D is a sequence of D-coefficient functions such
that }ϕn ´ ϕ}ADpGq Ñ 0. Moreover, from Proposition 3.9 we know that each ϕn P D is a
coefficient function of pλ, L2pGqq and thus is contained in ApGq. Since pϕnqn is a Cauchy
sequence in ADpGq, we conclude from (1) that pϕnq is also a Cauchy sequence in ApGq
(since }ϕn ´ ϕm}ApGq “ }ϕn ´ ϕm}ADpGq). Therefore, there exists ψ P ApGq such that
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}ϕn ´ ψ}ApGq Ñ 0. This implies that ψ P ADpGq and ϕn Ñ ψ in ADpGq. So we must have
ϕ “ ψ P ApGq. 
We conclude this subsection with the following result which shows that whenever the
linear subspace D Ď CbpGq under consideration is a subalgebra or a two-sided ideal, the
corresponding coefficient spaces ADpGq andBDpGq inherit these algebraic structures as linear
subspaces of BpGq.
Proposition 3.15. Let G be a locally compact quantum group and D Ď CbpGq be a linear
subspace (satisfying Assumption 3.10).
(1) If D is a subalgebra of CbpGq, then ADpGq and BDpGq are subalgebras of BpGq.
(2) If D is a two-sided ideal in CbpGq, then ADpGq and BDpGq are two-sided ideals in
BpGq.
In these cases, we call ADpGq the D-Fourier algebra of G, and call BDpGq the D-Fourier-
Stieltjes algebra of G.
Proof. (1). It follows from Lemma 3.6 that if D is a subalgebra of CbpGq, then the ten-
sor product of D-representations is again a D-representation. We therefore conclude from
Lemma 3.3 that ADpGq is a subalgebra of BpGq. Since ADpGq is weak˚ dense in BDpGq
and the isometric inclusion BDpGq ãÑ BpGq is weak˚-continuous, the fact that BDpGq is
a subalgebra of BpGq is just a routine calculation using the separate weak˚-continuity of
multiplication in the dual Banach algebra BpGq.
(2). If D is a two-sided ideal in CbpGq, then ADpGq is a two-sided ideal in BpGq by Lemma
3.6. The fact that BDpGq is a two-sided ideal in BpGq follows from the same reasoning as
in (1). 
3.5. D-C˚-algebras as compact quantum groups. In this section (unless stated other-
wise), G will be a discrete quantum group with compact dual quantum group Gˆ.
Let } ¨ } be a C˚-norm on the algebra of polynomial functions PolpGˆq and denote by Aˆ the
unital C˚-algebra obtained by completing PolpGˆq with respect to this norm. Following [31],
we call }¨} a quantum group norm on PolpGˆq if the coproduct ∆ˆu : PolpGˆq Ñ PolpGˆqdPolpGˆq
extends continuously to a ˚-homomorphism ∆ˆAˆ : AˆÑ Aˆb Aˆ. In this case, the pair pAˆ, ∆ˆAˆq
then becomes a compact quantum group in the sense of Woronowicz [45].
The following proposition shows that D-C˚-algebra norms provide natural examples of
quantum group norms whenever CcpGq Ď D Ď L8pGq is a subalgebra.
Proposition 3.16. Let G be a discrete quantum group and CcpGq Ď D Ď L8pGq a subalge-
bra. Then } ¨ }D is a quantum group norm on PolpGˆq.
Proof. Let πˆD : CDpGˆq Ñ BpHDq be a faithful ˚-representation such that the corresponding
map πD : L1pGq Ñ BpHDq is a D-representation with canonical dense subspace H0 Ă HD.
We need to show that the ˚-homomorphism
∆ˆD :“ pπˆD b πˆDq ˝ ∆ˆu : PolpGˆq Ñ BpHD bHDq
is continuous for the }¨}D-norm on PolpGˆq. For this, it suffices to show that the representation
ρD : L1pGq Ñ BpHD b HDq corresponding to ∆ˆD is a D-representation. To this end, let
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U P MpC0pGq bKpHDqq and V PMpC0pGq bKpHD bHDqq be the unitary representations
of G corresponding to πD and ρD, respectively. Since pιb ∆ˆuqp Wq “ W13 W12, we have
V “ pιb ∆ˆDq W“ pιb πˆD b πˆDq W13 W12 “ U13U12.
In particular, for all ξ1, ξ2, η1, η2 P H0 we have
ϕ
ρD
ξ1bξ2,η1bη2
“ pιb ωξ1,η1 b ωξ2,η2qU13U12 “ ϕπDξ2,η2ϕπDξ1,η1 P D.(3.2)
Therefore ρD is a D-representation with canonical dense subspace given by H0 dH0. 
Remark 3.17. When CcpGq Ď D1 Ď D2 Ď L8pGq are two-sided ideals, then the above
proof can be easily adapted to show that ∆ˆu : PolpGˆq Ñ PolpGˆqdPolpGˆq extends to a unital
˚-homomorphism
δˆ : CD1pGˆq Ñ CD2pGˆq b CD1pGˆq
such that pιb δˆq ˝ δˆ “ p∆ˆD2 b ιqδˆ. That is, δˆ defines a left action of the compact quantum
group pCD2pGˆq, ∆ˆD2q on the unital C˚-algebra CD1pGˆq. To prove this result, one just needs
to replace πD in the above argument by appropriate Di-representations πDi such that the
corresponding representations πˆDi : CDipGˆq Ñ BpHDiq are faithful. Then δˆ|PolpGˆq “ pπˆD2 b
πˆD1q ˝ ∆ˆu. We leave the details to the reader.
Using Proposition 3.16, we can obtain a refinement of Proposition 3.15 by concluding that
the D-Fourier-Stieltjes algebras are completely contractive Banach algebras.
Corollary 3.18. For each subalgebra CcpGq Ď D Ď L8pGq, BDpGq is a completely contrac-
tive Banach algebra (with respect to its canonical operator space structure as the dual space
of CDpGˆq).
Proof. Let ϕ, ψ P BDpGq and let µˆ, νˆ P CDpGˆq˚ be the corresponding linear functionals
under the completely isometric identification BDpGq – CDpGˆq˚. In this case, we can express
ϕ “ pιb µˆ ˝ πˆq Wand ψ “ pιb νˆ ˝ πˆq W, where πˆ : CupGˆq Ñ CDpGˆq is the canonical quotient
map. Now consider the product ϕψ, which belongs to BDpGq by Proposition 3.15. Since the
coproduct ∆ˆD satisfies ∆ˆD ˝ πˆ “ pπˆ b πˆq ˝ ∆ˆu, we obtain
ϕψ “ pιb pµˆ ˝ πˆq b pνˆ ˝ πˆqqp W12 W13q “ pιb pµˆ ˝ πˆq b pνˆ ˝ πˆqqpιb σqp W13 W12q
“ pιb pµˆb νˆq ˝ pσpπˆ b πˆq∆ˆuqqp Wq “ pιb pµˆb νˆq ˝ pσ∆ˆD ˝ πˆqqp Wq,
where σ denotes the tensor flip automorphism. This shows that under the identification
BDpGq – CDpGˆq˚, the multiplication mapm : BDpGqdBDpGq Ñ BDpGq, which corresponds
to the map pσ∆ˆDq˚ : CDpGˆq˚pbCDpGˆq˚ Ñ CDpGˆq˚, is completely contractive since σ and ∆ˆD
are both ˚-homomorphisms. Therefore BDpGq is a completely contractive Banach algebra.

Remark 3.19. Certain results from this section admit partial generalizations to the locally
compact case. Let G be a (not necessarily discrete) locally compact quantum group and
D Ď CbpGq a subalgebra satisfying Assumption 3.10. Then BDpGq is a subalgebra of BpGq
by Proposition 3.15. Since BpGq is completely isometrically anti-isomorphic to CupGˆq˚
(with its canonical product p∆ˆuq˚), we can use [27, Lemma 3.15] to obtain a co-associative
comultiplication
∆ˆD : C
˚
DpGq ÑMpC˚DpGq b C˚DpGqq such that ∆ˆD ˝ πˆ “ pπˆ b πˆq ˝ ∆ˆu,
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where πˆ : CupGˆq Ñ C˚DpGq is the canonical quotient map. We note, however, that when G
is not discrete or compact it is not clear whether the pair pC˚DpGq, ∆ˆDq can be made into a
genuine locally compact quantum group since we do not know how to construct an antipode
in general.
3.6. The Haagerup property and C0pGq-representations. In [16], the definition of the
Haagerup property for locally compact groups was extended to the setting of locally compact
quantum groups. In particular, one of the (several equivalent) definitions of the Haagerup
property for a locally compact quantum group G is the existence of an approximate identity
pϕiqiPI for C0pGq consisting of norm one positive definite functions. The following theorem
was established for discrete groups by Brown and Guentner [9]. In the quantum case, the
proof is similar.
Theorem 3.20. For a locally compact quantum group G, the following conditions are equiv-
alent.
(1) G has the Haagerup property.
(2) The canonical quotient map CupGˆq Ñ C˚C0pGqpGq is an isomorphism.
Proof. (1) ùñ (2). Let pϕiqiPI be an approximate identity for C0pGq consisting of norm one
positive definite functions, let ϕ P BpGq be another norm one positive definite function and
consider the net of norm one positive definite functions pϕiϕqiPI Ď C0pGq. Let pπi, Hi, ξiq be
GNS constructions for ϕiϕ. Then πi is a C0pGq-representation [16, Lemma 3.3]. Since we
also have xω7 ‹ ω, ϕy “ limiPIxω7 ‹ ω, ϕiϕy for each ω P L71pGq, it follows that
|xω7 ‹ ω, ϕy| “ lim
iPI
|xω7 ‹ ω, ϕiϕy| “ lim
iPI
}πipωqξi}2 ď }ω}2C0pGq pω P L71pGqq.
Taking the supremum over all norm one positive definite functions ϕ P BpGq, we obtain
}ω}2
CupGˆq
ď }ω}2C0pGq for each ω P L71pGq, and therefore the quotient map CupGˆq Ñ C˚C0pGqpGq
is isometric.
(2) ùñ (1). Denote by R the collection of all C0pGq-representations of G and let
ǫˆ : CupGˆq Ñ C be the dual co-unit. I.e, the ˚-character given by ǫˆpπupωqq “ xω, 1y for
each ω P L1pGq. Since CupGˆq – C˚C0pGqpGq, the representation ǫˆ is weakly contained in R,
which by the remark following [16, Theorem 2.1] means that there exists a net of cyclic
C0pGq-representations pπi, Hi, ξiqiPI Ă R such that ǫˆ “ weak˚ ´ limiPI ωξi,ξi ˝ πˆi. For each
i P I, let ϕi “ ϕπξi,ξi . Since }ξi}2 “ xπˆip1CupGˆqqξi|ξiy Ñ ǫˆp1CupGˆqq “ 1, we may assume without
loss of generality that }ξi} “ 1 for each i, and therefore pϕiqiPI is a net of norm one positive
definite functions in C0pGq. We now follow the argument in the proof of piq ùñ piiiq in
[16, Theorem 5.5] to see that for each x P C0pGq, ϕix Ñ x and xϕi Ñ x weakly in C0pGq.
By passing to convex combinations of the net pϕiqiPI , a Hahn-Banach argument yields a new
net of norm one positive definite functions pψjqjPJ Ă C0pGq that is an approximate identity
for C0pGq. 
4. Unimodular discrete quantum groups and the ideals LppGq
Let us recall that a discrete quantum group G is unimodular (or a discrete Kac algebra)
if Qα “ 1 for all α P IrrpGˆq. In this case, the antipode S is an isometric anti-automorphism
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on L8pGq and thus 7 defines a completely isometric involution on L1pGq “ L71pGq. We have
mα “ dα and h “ hL “ hR is a semifinite trace on L8pGq, which is given by
h “ à
αPIrrpGˆq
dαTrα.
Unimodularity of G is also equivalent to the traciality of the Haar state hˆ on the dual
quantum group Gˆ.
For 1 ď p ă 8, the induced non-commutative Lp-space LppGq “ LppL8pGq, hq is just the
ℓp-direct sum of Shatten p-classes
LppGq “ ℓp ´
à
αPIrrpGˆq
LppBpHαq, dαTrαq.
Here we identify L1pGq with Mh and L2pGq with Nh when we regard them as subspaces of
L8pGq. The norm } ¨ }p on LppGq is given by
}x}p “ hp|x|pq1{p “ p
ÿ
αPIrrpGˆq
dαTrαp|pαx|pqq
1
p px P LppGqq,
and LppGq is an L8pGq-bimodule satisfying
}xyx}p ď }x}8}y}p}z}8 px, z P L8pGq, y P LppGqq.
In particular, the spaces LppGq give rise to examples of two-sided ideals in L8pGq.
The following lemma is easy.
Lemma 4.1. If |IrrpGˆq| “ 8 and 1 ď p1 ă p2 ď 8, then Lp1pGq is a proper subspace of
Lp2pGq with contractive inclusions
L1pGq ãÑ Lp1pGq ãÑ Lp2pGq ãÑ C0pGq Ď L8pGq.
When dealing with elements x PMh we will at times write }ωx}p instead of }x}p when we
wish to emphasize the identification Mh – L1pGq.
Remark 4.2. We can also obtain the non-commutative Lp-space LppGq as a natural complex
interpolation space. See [33, Chapter 7]. For 1 ď p1 ă p ă p2 ď 8, there exists a positive
number θ P p0, 1q such that 1
p
“ θ
p1
` 1´θ
p2
. In this case, we have
LppGq “ pLp2pGq, Lp1pGqqθ.
If T is a linear map, which is defined and bounded on both Lp1pGq and Lp2pGq, then T is
bounded on LppGq with
}T }LppGq ď }T }θLp1pGq}T }
1´θ
Lp2pGq
.
This fact will be used in the next section.
4.1. The left and right actions of L1pGq on LppGq. For a unimodular discrete quantum
group G and p P r1,8s, L1pGq acts on LppGq in a natural way that extends the left action
α1 of L1pGq on itself by convolution:
α1pωqpω1q “ ω ‹ ω1 pω, ω1 P L1pGqq.
Let us recall how this is done.
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Motivated by the group case, we can similarly define a contractive left action α8 of L1pGq
on L8pGq given by
α8pωqpxq “ pω ˝ S b ιq∆pxq “ x ‹ S˚pωq pω P L1pGq, x P L8pGqq.
The following lemma was observed by Kalantar [26], which shows that the above actions
on L1pGq and L8pGq are compatible under the identification L1pGq “Mh Ď L8pGq.
Lemma 4.3. Let x PMh and ω P L1pGq. Then α8pωqpxq PMh and
ωα8pωqpxq “ ω ‹ ωx “ α1pωqpωxq.
In particular, α8pωyqpxq “ y ‹ x P CcpGq for each x, y P CcpGq.
Proof. Let us first recall that for the (left=right) Haar weight h, we have from [29, Proposition
5.20] that
pιb hq∆pyqp1b xq “ Sppιb hqp1b yq∆pxqq px, y P Nhq.
Since α8pωqpxq “ pω ˝ S b ιq∆pxq, for any y P Nh Ă L8pGq we have
xωα8pωqpxq, yy “ hpy α8pωqpxqq “ xω ˝ S, pιb hqp1b yq∆pxqy
“ xω b h,∆pyqp1b xqy “ xω b ωx,∆pyqy “ xω ‹ ωx, yy
“ xα1pωqpωxq, yy.
Since Nh is σ-weakly dense in L8pGq, this proves the second assertion, i.e. ωα8pωqpxq “
α1pωqpωxq for each x PMh and ω P L1pGq. The first and third assertions follow immediately
from this calculation and the definition of the convolution product on CcpGq. 
Therefore, for each ω P L1pGq, the induced action map α8pωq : x P L8pGq ÞÑ x ‹ S˚pωq P
L8pGq and the induced action map α1pωq : ωx P L1pGq ÞÑ ω ‹ ωx P L1pGq are compatible
maps with norms ď }ω}1. So for 1 ă p ă 8, we can take the complex interpolation to obtain
a map αppωq P BpLppGqq with norm ď }ω}1. Since G is unimodular with tracial Haar weight
h “ hL “ hR on G, we can similarly define the right L1pGq action βp on LppGq by complex
interpolation. More precisely, given any ω P L1pGq, we can obtain a map βppωq P BpLppGqq
with norm ď }ω}1 by interpolating between the right actions β8 : L1pGq Ñ BpL8pGqq;
β8pωqpxq “ pιbω ˝Sq∆pxq “ S˚pωq ‹ x and β1 : L1pGq Ñ BpL1pGqq; β1pωqpωxq “ ωx ‹ω for
all x PMh.
We call the maps αp : L1pGq Ñ BpLppGqq and βp : L1pGq Ñ BpLppGqq the canonical left
and right actions of L1pGq on LppGq, respectively. Observe that αp and βp are indeed left
(resp. right) actions in the usual sense.
4.2. Lp-representations and Lp-C
˚-algebras. In this section we prove a few basic prop-
erties of LppGq-(or simply Lp-)representations of unimodular discrete quantum groups and
their associated Lp-C
˚-algebras C˚LppGqpGq. For notational simplicity, we will write C˚p pGq
instead of C˚LppGqpGq for the remainder of the paper.
In [9], Brown and Guentner showed that for a discrete group G and 1 ď p ď 2, the
ℓp-C
˚-algebra of G is canonically isomorphic to the reduced C˚-algebra of G. The general-
ization of this result to unimodular discrete quantum groups is an immediate consequence
of Proposition 3.12 (5).
Proposition 4.4. Let G be a unimodular discrete quantum group. For each 1 ď p ď 2, the
identity map on L1pGq extends to a ˚-isomorphism C˚p pGq – CpGˆq.
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On the other hand, Brown and Guentner [9, Proposition 2.12] showed that injectivity of
the natural quotient map C˚pGq Ñ C˚ℓppGq for any 1 ď p ă 8 characterizes the amenability
of G. In general, we have the following natural quantum group analogue of this result.
Theorem 4.5. Let G be a unimodular discrete quantum group. Then the following are
equivalent.
(1) G is amenable.
(2) the canonical quotient map C˚8pGq Ñ C˚p pGq is an isomorphism for some (and thus
for all) 1 ď p ă 8.
Proof. p1q ùñ p2q. For any 1 ď p ă 8, we have the canonical quotient maps
C˚8pGq Ñ C˚p pGq Ñ C˚CcpGqpGq.
For discrete quantum groups, it is known from [35] and [36] that G is amenable if and only
if Gˆ is co-amenable, i.e. the canonical quotient map
C˚8pGq “ CupGˆq Ñ C˚CcpGqpGq “ CpGˆq
is an isomorphism. Therefore the canonical quotient map C˚8pGq Ñ C˚p pGq is an isomor-
phism.
p2q ùñ p1q. Let us assume that the canonical quotient map C˚8pGq Ñ C˚p pGq is an
isomorphism for some 1 ď p ă 8. Then we can find a positive integer k ě p and obtain the
isomorphisms
C˚8pGq “ C˚k pGq “ C˚p pGq.
Let π : L1pGq Ñ BpHq be a faithful LkpGq-representation such that π extends to a ˚-
isomorphism C˚k pGq “ πpL1pGqq
}¨} Ď BpHq. By taking an amplification of π if necessary, we
may assume that C˚k pGq X KpHq “ t0u. Let ǫˆ be the co-unit of C˚8pGq “ CupGˆq “ C˚k pGq
given by ǫˆpπupωqq “ ωp1q for all ω P L1pGq. To prove (2) implies (1), it suffices to show that
ker πˆλ Ď ker ǫˆ (see [5, Theorem 3.1]).
To see this, we apply Glimm’s Lemma [12, Lemma II.5.1], which says that for the state
ǫˆ : C˚k pGq Ñ C there exists a net of unit vectors pξiqiPI Ă H such that
ǫˆpxˆq “ lim
i
xxˆξi|ξiy pxˆ P C˚k pGq “ C˚8pGqq.
In particular, for ω P L1pGq, we get
xω, 1y “ ǫˆpπpωqq “ lim
i
xπpωqξi|ξiy “ lim
i
xω, ϕπξi,ξiy.(4.1)
That is, ϕπξi,ξi Ñ 1 σ-weakly in L8pGq. Since pπ,Hq is an LkpGq-representation, we may
assume that each ξi is chosen from the canonical dense subspace H0 Ă H and therefore
pϕπξi,ξiqi is a net of norm one positive definite functions in LkpGq. In this case, Ho¨lder’s
inequality implies that the k-fold product
pϕπξi,ξiqk “ ϕπj¨¨¨jπξib¨¨¨bξi,ξib¨¨¨bξi
is a norm one positive definite function in L1pGq Ď L2pGq. Applying Proposition 3.9 to
pϕπξi,ξiqk, we obtain a net of unit vectors pηiqiPI Ă L2pGq such that
ϕληi,ηi “ pϕπξi,ξiqk P ApGq pi P Iq.
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To conclude the proof, it suffices to show that ϕληi,ηi Ñ 1 in the weak* topology of BpGq. In-
deed, if this is the case, then for any xˆ P ker πˆλ, we have ǫˆpxˆq “ limi ϕληi,ηipxˆq “ limixπˆλpxˆqηi|ηiy “
0, giving ker πˆλ Ď ker ǫˆ.
To establish that ϕληi,ηi Ñ 1 in the weak* topology of BpGq, note that pϕληi,ηiqiPI P BpGq –
C˚k pGq˚ is a bounded net and that πpApGqq is norm dense in C˚k pGq. Therefore by linearity
and density it suffices to check that
xωx, 1y “ lim
i
xωx, ϕληi,ηiy px P BpHαq, α P IrrpGˆqq.
But since ϕπξi,ξi Ñ 1 σ-weakly in L8pGq, for each α P IrrpGˆq we have limi pαϕπξi,ξi “ pα P
BpHαq in norm (because BpHαq is finite dimensional) and hence also
pαϕ
λ
ηi,ηi
“ ppαϕπξi,ξiqk Ñ ppαqk “ pα in norm.
In particular, for each x P BpHαq, we get
xωx, 1y “ xωx, pαy “ lim
i
xωx, ϕληi,ηipαy “ limi xωx, ϕ
λ
ηi,ηi
y.

We end this section with a technical result which, among other things, gives a sufficient
condition for a cyclic representation to be an Lp-representation. The discrete group analogue
of this result was proved by Okayasu [32]. This result will be used in Section 5.
Lemma 4.6. Let G be a unimodular discrete quantum group and π : L1pGq Ñ BpHq a cyclic
representation with cyclic vector ξ P H. If the positive definite function ϕπξ,ξ “ pι b ωξ,ξqUπ
belongs to LppGq for some 1 ď p ă 8, then π is an Lp-representation. Moreover, if q is the
conjugate exponent of p, we have
}πpωq} ď lim inf
kÑ8
}pω7 ‹ ωq‹2k}
1
4k
q pω P L1pGqq “ L71pGqq.
Proof. Let pπ,H, ξq be as above and assume that ϕπξ,ξ P LppGq for some 1 ď p ă 8. Then
H0 “ tπpωqξ : ω P L1pGqu is a dense linear subspace of H . For any a “ πpω1qξ, b “
πpω2qξ P H0, we have from Lemma 3.4 and the definitions of the left and right actions
αp, βp : L1pGq Ñ BpLppGqq that
ϕπa,b “ ω1 ‹ ϕπξ,ξ ‹ ω72 “ βppS˚pω1qqαppω˚2 qϕπξ,ξ P LppGq.
Therefore π is an Lp-representation.
To prove the second assertion, we use the following general fact about bounded operators
on H (see for example the proof of [11, Theorem 1]). Given A P BpHq and any dense
subspace H0 Ă H , we have
}A} “ sup
ηPH0
lim
kÑ8
xpA˚Aq2kη|ηy 14k .(4.2)
Now let H0 be the dense subspace defined above and A “ πpωq for some ω P L1pGq. Then
by (4.2),
}πpωq} “ sup
ηPH0
lim
kÑ8
xpπpω7 ‹ ωqq2kη|ηy 14k “ sup
ηPH0
lim
kÑ8
xpω7x ‹ ωxq2k, ϕπη,ηy
1
4k .
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But since ϕπη,η P LppGq for all η P H0,
xpω7x ‹ ωxq2k, ϕπη,ηy
1
4k ď }pω7 ‹ ωq2k}
1
4k
q }ϕπη,η}
1
4k
p .
Letting k Ñ8, we finally obtain }πpωq} ď lim infkÑ8 }pω7 ‹ ωq‹2k}
1
4k
q . 
5. Applications: exotic quantum group norms for free quantum groups
In this section, we use the theory developed in the previous sections to study the Lp-
C˚-algebras of some interesting examples of unimodular discrete quantum groups. We will
mainly focus on the orthogonal free quantum groups. In Section 5.6 we also show how some
of the techniques and results in the orthogonal case can be extended to the case of the unitary
free quantum groups.
Definition 5.1 ([40]). Let N ě 2 be an integer, let F P GLNpCq be such that FF¯ “ ˘1.
The orthogonal free quantum group (with parameter matrix F ) is the discrete quantum group
FOF whose compact dual quantum group O
`
F “zFOF is given by the universal C˚-algebra
CupO`F q “ C˚
`tuˆiju1ďi,jďN | Uˆ “ ruˆijs is unitary and Uˆ “ F ¯ˆUF´1˘,
where
¯ˆ
U “ ruˆ˚ijs. The coproduct ∆ˆu : CupO`F q Ñ CupO`F q b CupO`F q is determined uniquely
by the equations
∆ˆupuˆijq “
Nÿ
k“1
uˆik b uˆkj p1 ď i, j ď Nq.
Let us first recall a few important facts about the quantum groups FOF .
Remarks 5.2. (1) Note that the coproduct ∆ˆu is defined so that Uˆ is always a unitary
representation of O`F . Uˆ is called the fundamental representation of O
`
F .
(2) The definition of FOF makes sense for any F P GLN pCq. The additional condition
FF¯ “ ˘1 is equivalent to the fact that Uˆ is always an irreducible unitary represen-
tation of O`F . Indeed, Banica [1] showed that Uˆ is irreducible if and only if FF¯ P R1.
Moreover, O`F and O
`
λ´1{2F
are isomorphic as compact quantum groups for any λ ą 0.
This is why we normalize so that FF¯ “ ˘1.
(3) It is also shown in [1] that FOF is amenable if and only if N “ 2. Since we are
interested in non-amenable quantum groups, we will assume for the remainder of the
paper that N ě 3.
(4) In [6], it is shown that FOF is unimodular if and only if F is a scalar multiple of a
unitary matrix. As we shall assume that FOF is unimodular, and we normalize so
that FF¯ “ ˘1, we may take F to be unitary.
Notation 5.3. In order to simplify our notation, for the remainder of this section we will
denote the Lp-C
˚-algebraic quantum group associated with FOF by pC˚p pFOF q, ∆ˆpq.
The following theorem is the main result of the section and shows that the Lp-C
˚-algebras
of unimodular orthogonal free quantum groups provide examples of exotic quantum group
C˚-algebras.
Theorem 5.4. Let F P UN with FF¯ “ ˘1.
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(1) For each 2 ď p ă p1 ă 8, the canonical quotient map
C˚p1pFOF q Ñ C˚p pFOF q
extending the identity map on L1pFOF q is not injective.
(2) For each 2 ă p ă 8, the C˚-algebra C˚p pFOF q is not isomorphic (as a C˚-algebra) to
either the universal C˚-algebra CupO`F q or the reduced C˚-algebra CpO`F q.
Remark 5.5. Theorem 5.4 shows that there exists an uncountable family of pairwise non-
isomorphic compact quantum group completions pC˚p pFOF q, ∆ˆpqpPp2,8q of PolpO`F q. Note,
however, that it is an open question whether or not there is a C˚-algebra isomorphism
C˚p pFOF q – C˚p1pFOF q when p ă p1 P p2,8q. All that we are able to prove is that the
canonical quotient map C˚p1pFOF q Ñ C˚p pFOF q extending the identity map on PolpO`F q is
not an isomorphism. In fact, at this time we know very little about the structure of the
C˚-algebras C˚p pFOF q, aside from the following theorem.
Theorem 5.6. Let F P UN with FF¯ “ ˘1. Then for each 2 ď p ă 8, the Haar state is the
unique tracial state on C˚p pFOF q.
To prove theorems 5.4 and 5.6, we will need several technical results, which may be of
independent interest. In particular, we prove several quantum group analogues of results
about the ℓp-C
˚-algebras of free groups proved by Okayasu in [32].
5.1. Preliminaries on orthogonal free quantum groups. Let F P GLNpCq with FF¯ “
˘1. Let us briefly review the representation theory of O`F that was developed by Banica in
[1]. The collection IrrpO`F q of equivalence classes of irreducible unitary representations of O`F
can be identified with N0 “ NY t0u and therefore
L8pFOF q “
ź
nPN0
BpHnq.
Here, H0 “ C corresponds to the equivalence class of the trivial unitary representation of
O`F and H1 “ CN corresponds to the fundamental unitary representation Uˆ1 “ Uˆ “ ruˆijs P
MN pCupO`F qq. For n ě 2, one recursively defines the irreducible unitary representation Uˆn to
be the unique subrepresentation of Uˆjn acting on Hbn1 that is not equivalent to any Uˆ
k for
any k ă n. We denote by Πn P BpHbn1 q the orthogonal projection onto the subrepresentation
equivalent to Uˆn and concretely identify Hn with the subspace ΠnpHbn1 q. Under the above
labeling of IrrpO`F q, O`F has the following fusion and conjugation rules (which are the same
as those of SUp2q):
Uˆn – Uˆn & Uˆn j Uˆk –
mintn,kuà
r“0
Uˆn`k´2r pn, k P N0q.(5.1)
Here, – means unitary equivalence of unitary representations. In particular, (5.1) implies
that for each pl, k, nq P N3
0
, there is at most one irreducible subrepresentation of Uˆn j Uˆk
unitarily equivalent to Uˆ l. In this case, we view Uˆ l as a multiplicity-free subrepresentation
of Uˆn j Uk in the obvious way.
Let ρ ą 1 be such that ρ` ρ´1 “ N . Then we have the dimension formulas
dn “ dimHn “ ρ
n`1 ´ ρ´n´1
ρ´ ρ´1 “ SnpNq,
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where pSnqnPN0 are the type 2 Chebyschev polynomials defined by
S0pxq “ 1, S1pxq “ x, & Sn`1pxq “ xSnpxq ´ Sn´1pxq pn ě 1q.
5.2. The Lq-property of rapid decay for FOF . A crucial tool in our analysis of the
C˚-algebras C˚p pFOF q for 2 ď p ă 8 is an Lq-version of the property of rapid decay for FOF
(Proposition 5.9), where 1 ă q ď 2 is the conjugate exponent to p. The q “ p “ 2 version
of this result was proved for FOF by Vergnioux [43], which in turn is a quantum version of
Haagerup’s famous result [24] showing that the free groups Fk have the property of rapid
decay.
We begin with a technical result. In the following, let ℓ2pdq be a d-dimensional complex
Hilbert space and let teiju1ďi,jďd be the canonical system of matrix units in Bpℓ2pdqq (relative
to a fixed orthonormal basis peiqi of ℓ2pdq). Given an Hilbert space H and 1 ď p ď 8, we
also write SppHq for the ideal of Schatten-p-class operators. We use the usual convention
that S8pHq “ BpHq. When H “ ℓ2pdq, we simply write Sdp for Sppℓ2pdqq.
Proposition 5.7. Let H and K be Hilbert spaces, d P N, and consider the linear map
Φ : BpH b ℓ2pdqq b Bpℓ2pdq bKq Ñ BpH bKq;
Φ : xb y “
´ dÿ
i,j“1
xij b eij
¯
b
´ dÿ
k,l“1
ekl b ykl
¯
ÞÑ
dÿ
i,j“1
xij b yij pxij P BpHq, ykl P BpKqq.
Then for each 1 ď q ď 2, we have
}Φpxb yq}SqpHbKq ď }x}SqpHbℓ2pdqq}y}Sqpℓ2pdqbKq px P SqpH b ℓ2pdqq, y P Sqpℓ2pdq bKqq.
(5.2)
Proof. It suffices to prove (5.2) when q “ 1 and q “ 2. The result for general 1 ď q ď 2 will
then follow by complex interpolation for bilinear maps [3, p. 96].
We first consider q “ 2. In this case, (5.2) follows immediately from the triangle and
Cauchy-Schwarz inequalities:
}Φpxb yq}S2pHbKq “
››› dÿ
i,j“1
xij b yij
›››
S2pHbKq
ď
dÿ
i,j“1
}xij}S2pHq}yij}S2pKq
ď
´ dÿ
i,j“1
}xij}2S2pHq
¯1{2´ dÿ
i,j“1
}yij}2S2pKq
¯1{2
“ }x}S2pHbℓ2pdqq}y}S2pℓ2pdqbKq.
We now turn to the case q “ 1. Following [33, Chapter 7], given an operator space V ,
we let Sd1 rV s be the Banach space obtained by equipping the vector space MdpV q with the
norm }x}Sd
1
rV s “ inft}a}Sd
2
}b}Sd
2
}xˆ}MdpV q | xˆ PMdpV q, a, b P Sd2 , x “ a ¨ xˆ ¨ bu. Then we have,
for any Hilbert space L, an isometric identification
S1pLb ℓ2pdqq – Sd1 rS1pLqs given by x “
dÿ
i,j“1
xij b eij ÞÑ rxijs P Sd1 rS1pLqs.
Here, S1pLq is given its canonical operator space structure as the predual of BpLq. (We
remark that the spaces Sd
1
rV s are also considered in [21, Section 4.1], but are denoted TdpV q
there.) Now take x “ rxijs P Sd1 rS1pHqs, y “ ryijs P Sd1 rS1pKqs and write x “ a ¨ xˆ ¨ b for
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some a, b P Sd
2
, xˆ “ rxˆijs P MdpS1pHqq. Let a˜ P M1,d2pCq and b˜ P Md2,1pCq be the row and
column matrices with entries given by a˜1,ij “ aji and b˜ij,1 “ bij for each 1 ď i, j ď d. Then
Φpxb yq “
dÿ
i,j,k,l“1
aikxˆkl b yijblj “ a˜ ¨ pxˆb yq ¨ b˜,
and it follows from the definition of the S1pH bKq-norm (see [33, Chapter 4]) that
}Φpxb yq}S1pHbKq “ }a˜ ¨ pxˆb yq ¨ b˜}S1pHbKq
ď }a˜}M
1,d2
}b˜}M
d2,1
}xˆ}MdpS1pHqq}y}MdpS1pKqq
“ }a}Sd
2
}b}Sd
2
}xˆ}MdpS1pHqq}y}MdpS1pKqq.
Taking the infimum of the above quantity over all representations x “ a ¨ xˆ ¨ b, we obtain
}Φpxb yq}S1pHbKq ď }x}Sd
1
rS1pHqs}y}MdpS1pKqq.
To conclude, we just observe that
}y}Sd
1
rS1pKqs “ inft}a}Sd2 }b}Sd2 }yˆ}MdpS1pKqq | yˆ PMdpS1pKqq, a, b P Sd2 , y “ a ¨ yˆ ¨ bu
ě inft}a}Bpℓ2pdqq}b}Bpℓ2pdqq}yˆ}MdpS1pKqq | yˆ PMdpS1pKqq, a, b P Sd2 , y “ a ¨ yˆ ¨ bu
ě }y}MdpS1pKqq.

Recall that for a unimodular discrete quantum group G, αp : L1pGq Ñ BpLppGqq denotes
the left action of L1pGq on LppGq. The following lemma should be compared with [24,
Lemma 1.3] and [32, Lemma 3.1] in the setting of free groups. This result in the q “ 2 case
is due to Vergnioux [43, Section 4].
Lemma 5.8. Let F P UN with FF¯ “ ˘1. Then there is a constant DN ą 0 (depending only
on N) such that for any 1 ď q ď 2 and each triple pl, k, nq P N30,
}plpαqpωxqpyqq}q ď DN}x}q}y}q px P BpHnq, y P BpHkqq.
Proof. In the following, we use the notation ¨ to denote the natural left and right action of
a von Neumann algebra on its predual. We also recall that dn “ dimHn for each n P N0.
Fix x P BpHnq, y P BpHkq and l as above. Since y PMh and all of the interpolated actions
αq : L1pFOF q Ñ BpLqpFOF qq (by construction) agree on Mh, it follows from Lemma 4.3 that
plpαqpωxqpyqq “ plpα8pωxqpyqq “ plpx ‹ yq PMh and ωplpx‹yq “ pl ¨ pωx ‹ ωyq.
Without loss of generality, we assume Hl Ď Hn b Hk is a subrepresentation. (Otherwise
pl ¨ pωx ‹ ωyq “ 0 and there is nothing to prove.) Since the inclusion Hl Ď Hn b Hk is
multiplicity-free, we can choose a unique (up to multiplication by T) isometric inclusion of
representations V n,kl : Hl ãÑ Hn bHk and obtain
plpx ‹ yq “
´dndk
dl
¯
pV n,kl q˚pxb yqV n,kl .(5.3)
To verify equation (5.3), we recall from [34, Proposition 3.2] the coproduct formula
ppn b pkq∆pplaq “ V n,kl pplaqpV n,kl q˚ pa P L8pFOF qq,
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and the formula
pl ¨ pωpn ‹ ωpkq “
´dndk
dl
¯
ωpl,
which was obtained by Vergnioux in his proof of [43, Lemma 4.6]. Then we have, for each
a P L8pFOF q,
xωplpx‹yq, ay “ xpl ¨ pωx ‹ ωyq, ay
“ ph b hq
´
∆pplaplqpxb yq
¯
“ ph b hq
´
ppn b pkq∆pplaqpxb yqppn b pkq∆pplq
¯
“ ph b hq
´
V
n,k
l pplaqpV n,kl q˚pxb yqV n,kl plpV n,kl q˚
¯
“ ph b hq
˜
∆
´
plapV n,kl q˚pxb yqV n,kl
¯
ppn b pkq
¸
“ xpl ¨ pωpn ‹ ωpkq, a
`pV n,kl q˚pxb yqV n,kl ˘y
“
´dndk
dl
¯
xωpV n,k
l
q˚pxbyqV n,k
l
, ay,
which gives (5.3).
Therefore, to prove the lemma, we must find a constant DN ą 0 (independent of pk, l, nq P
N30) such that
}plpx ‹ yq}q “
´dndk
dl
¯›››pV n,kl q˚pxb yqV n,kl ›››
q
ď DN}x}q}y}q px P BpHnq, y P BpHkq, q P r1, 2sq.
Equivalently, writing the above Lq-norms in terms of Schatten q-norms, we require DN to
satisfy ›››pV n,kl q˚pxb yqV n,kl ›››
SqpHlq
ď DN
´ dl
dndk
¯1´1{q
}x}SqpHnq}y}SqpHkq,(5.4)
for each x P BpHnq, y P BpHkq and q P r1, 2s.
Let teiui be a fixed orthonormal basis for H1 “ CN . Since F P UN is a unitary matrix,
tfiui “ tFeiui determines another orthonormal basis for H1. Let teiju (resp. tfiju) denote
the standard matrix units for BpH1q relative to the orthonormal basis teiui (resp. tfiui).
Given functions i, j : t1, . . . , ru Ñ t1, . . . , Nu, we will also write ei (resp. fi) for the tensors
eip1q b . . . b eiprq P Hbr1 (resp. fip1q b . . . b fiprq P Hbr1 ), and write teiju (resp. tfiju)
for the matrix units teip1qjp1q b . . . b eiprqjprqu (resp. tfip1qjp1q b . . . b fiprqjprqu) in BpHbr1 q.
Since Hl Ď Hn b Hk is a subrepresentation, there is a unique 0 ď r ď mintn, ku such
that l “ k ` n ´ 2r. Finally, let us identify Hl with the highest weight subrepresentation
∆pplqpHn´r bHk´rq of Hn´r bHk´r, and similarly identify Hn, Hk with the highest weight
subrepresentations of Hn´r bHbr1 and Hbr1 bHk´r, respectively. With these identifications,
we can uniquely write
x “
ÿ
i,j
xi,j b eij , y “
ÿ
i,j
fij b yi,j,
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where i, j : t1, . . . , ru Ñ t1, . . . , Nu are functions, xi,j P BpHn´rq, and yi,j P BpHk´rq. Using
the description of the isometry V n,kl given by [39, Equations p7.1q–p7.3q], it follows that
pV n,kl q˚pxb yqV n,kl “
´ 1
dr
rź
s“1
dsdn´r`s´1dk´r`s´1
dl`sd
2
s´1
¯
∆pplq
´ÿ
i,j
xi,j b yiˇ,jˇ
¯
∆pplq,
where for each multi-index i “ pip1q, . . . , ipr ´ 1q, iprqq, we put iˇ :“ piprq, ipr ´ 1q, . . . , ip1qq.
Using the fact that dn “ ρn`1´ρ´n´1ρ´ρ´1 , where ρ ą 1 is given by N “ ρ` ρ´1, one easily finds
a constant D˜N ą 0 (independent of pn, k, lq) such that
1
dr
rź
s“1
dsdn´r`s´1dk´r`s´1
dl`sd
2
s´1
ď D˜N
´ dl
dndk
¯1{2
.(5.5)
To conclude the proof of the lemma, we show that inequality (5.4) holds with the constant
DN “ D˜N . Indeed, if we take the Schatten q-norm of pV n,kl q˚px b yqV n,kl using inequality
(5.5) and apply Proposition 5.7 to the result, we obtain›››pV n,kl q˚pxb yqV n,kl ›››
SqpHlq
ď D˜N
´ dl
dndk
¯1{2›››∆pplq´ÿ
i,j
xi,j b yiˇ,jˇ
¯
∆pplq
›››
SqpHlq
ď D˜N
´ dl
dndk
¯1{2›››ÿ
i,j
xi,j b yiˇ,jˇ
›››
SqpHn´rbHk´rq
ď D˜N
´ dl
dndk
¯1{2›››ÿ
i,j
xi,j b eij
›››
SqpHn´rbH
br
1
q
›››ÿ
i,j
eij b yiˇ,jˇ
›››
SqpH
br
1
bHk´rq
“ D˜N
´ dl
dndk
¯1{2
}x}SqpHnq
›››ÿ
i,j
eij b yiˇ,jˇ
›››
SqpH
br
1
bHk´rq
“ D˜N
´ dl
dndk
¯1{2
}x}SqpHnq}y}SqpHkq.
In the last equality we have used the fact that }y}SqpHkq “
›››ři,j eij b yiˇ,jˇ›››
SqpH
br
1
bHk´rq
. This
follows because
ř
i,j eij b yiˇ,jˇ “ pv˚ b ιqypv b ιq, where v P UpHbr1 q is the unitary defined by
σpfiq “ eiˇ. Finally, since
´
dl
dndk
¯1{2
ď
´
dl
dndk
¯1´1{q
, the proof is complete. 
Combining Lemma 5.8 with a standard Ho¨lder estimate, we finally obtain our Lq-property
of rapid decay for FOF .
Proposition 5.9. Let F P UN with FF¯ “ ˘1. Then there is a constant DN ą 0 depending
only on N such that for each 1 ď q ď 2 and each n P N0,
}αqpωxq}BpLqpFOF qq ď DNpn` 1q}x}q px P BpHnqq.
Proof. Given n, k, l P N0, we use the notation l Ă nbk to mean thatHl is a subrepresentation
of Hn bHk. Now fix x P BpHnq and y “
ř
kPN0
yk P LqpFOF q, where yk “ pky P BpHkq. By
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Lemma 5.8, we have
}αqpωxqpyq}qq “
ÿ
lPN0
}plαqpωxqpyq}qq “
ÿ
lPN0
››› ÿ
k:lĂnbk
plpαqpωxqpykqq
›››q
q
ď DqN}x}qq
ÿ
lPN0
´ ÿ
k:lĂnbk
}yk}q
¯q
.
Now let 2 ď p ă 8 be the conjugate exponent to q. Applying Ho¨lder’s inequality to the
internal sum above we then haveÿ
lPN0
´ ÿ
k:lĂnbk
}yk}q
¯q
ď
ÿ
lPN0
´ ÿ
k: lĂnbk
}yk}qq
¯´ ÿ
k: lĂnbk
1
¯ q
p
ď sup
lPN0
´ ÿ
k: lĂnbk
1
¯ q
p
ÿ
lPN0
´ ÿ
k: lĂnbk
}yk}qq
¯
“ sup
lPN0
´ ÿ
k: lĂnbk
1
¯ q
p
ÿ
kPN0
}yk}qq
´ ÿ
l: lĂnbk
1
¯
ď sup
lPN0
´ ÿ
k: lĂnbk
1
¯ q
p
sup
kPN0
´ ÿ
l: lĂnbk
1
¯
}y}qq.
Since the fusion rules for FOF force both of the sets tk : l Ă n b ku and tl : l Ă n b ku to
have cardinality at most n` 1, we obtain
}αqpωxqy}qq ď DqNpn ` 1q
q
p
`1}x}qq}y}qq.
The proposition now follows. 
We now combine Proposition 5.9 with Lemma 4.6 to obtain a corresponding Haagerup-
type inequality for C˚p pFOF q.
Proposition 5.10. Let F P UN with FF¯ “ ˘1. Then there is a constant DN ą 0 depending
only on N such that for each 2 ď p ă 8 and each n P N0,
}ωx}C˚p pFOF q ď DNpn` 1q}x}q px P BpHnqq,
where 1 ă q ď 2 is the conjugate exponent to p.
Proof. Fix n P N0 and x P BpHnq. Let π : L1pFOF q Ñ BpHq be an Lp-representation with
canonical dense subspace H0. By density, it suffices to show that
}πpωxqξ} ď DNpn` 1q}x}q
for each unit vector ξ P H0. Fix such a ξ P H0 and consider the cyclic representation
pσ,K, ξq given by σ “ π|K and K “ πpL1pFOF qqξ. Since the coefficient function ϕσξ,ξ belongs
to LppGq, Lemma 4.6 implies that σ is an Lp-representation and
}πpωxqξ} ď }σpωxq} ď lim inf
kÑ8
}pω7x ‹ ωxq‹2k}
1
4k
q .
On the other hand, from the definition of the left action αq : L1pFOF q Ñ BpLqpFOF qq,
}pω7x ‹ ωxq‹2k}q “ }pαqpω7xqαqpωxqq2k´2αqpω7xqpxq}q
ď }αqpω7xq}2kBpLqpFOF qq}αqpωxq}2k´1BpLqpFOF qq}x}q.
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To bound the right hand side of the above inequality, observe that ω7x “ ωSpx˚q, where S is
the antipode of FOF . Indeed, for each y P L8pFOF q we have
xω7x, yy “ hpSpyq˚xq “ hpx˚Spyqq “ hpySpx˚qq “ xωSpx˚q, yy.
Moreover, we have Spx˚q P BpHnq and }Spx˚q}q “ }x}q. Therefore we may apply Proposition
5.9 to get
}αqpω7xq}2kBpLqpFOF qq}αqpωxq}2k´1BpLqpFOF qq}x}q ď pDN pn` 1qq4k´1}x}4kq .
The proposition now follows from these inequalities. 
The following is an immediate consequence of Proposition 5.10 and Ho¨lder’s inequality.
For each non-zero x P CcpFOF q, we define npxq :“ maxtn P N0 : pnx ‰ 0u.
Corollary 5.11. For each 2 ď p ă 8, we have
}ωx}C˚p pFOF q ď DNpnpxq ` 1q1`1{p}x}q px P CcpFOF qq,
where 1 ă q ď 2 is the conjugate exponent to p.
Proof. Let x P CcpFOF q and write x “
řnpxq
n“0 pnx. By the triangle inequality, Proposition
5.10, and Ho¨lder’s inequality, we obtain
}ωx}C˚p pFOF q ď
npxqÿ
n“0
}ωpnx}C˚p pFOF q ď
npxqÿ
n“0
DNpn` 1q}pnx}q
ď DN
´ npxqÿ
n“0
pn` 1qp
¯1{p
}x}q ď DNpnpxq ` 1q1`1{p}x}q.

5.3. Positive definite functions associated with C˚p pFOF q. In this section we use our
Haagerup inequality for C˚p pFOF q (Proposition 5.9) to give a characterization of the positive
definite functions on a unimodular orthogonal free quantum group FOF that extend to states
on C˚p pFOF q in terms of a weak Lp-condition relative to a natural length function ℓ defined
on IrrpzFOF q. We begin by recalling ℓ and the natural semigroup that it generates.
Notation 5.12. Denote by ℓ : N0 – IrrpzFOF q Ñ r0,8q the canonical length function. I.e.,
ℓpnq “ n for each n P N0. For each F P GLNpCq with FF¯ “ ˘1, we define a multiplicative
semigroup of central elements prℓqrPp0,1q Ă C0pFOF q by setting
rℓ “
ź
nPN0
rn1BpHnq P C0pFOF q.
At times, we will also regard ℓ as the unbounded operator ℓ “ śnPN0 n1BpHnq affiliated to
L8pFOF q which generates the semigroup rℓ.
Remark 5.13. The semigroup prℓqrPp0,1q P C0pFOF q can be regarded as an analogue of the
Poisson semigroup of positive definite functions on the free group FN (see [24], Lemma 1.2).
Note, however, that unlike in the free group case, rℓ fails to be a positive definite function
on FOF (see Section 1 of [43]).
For the purposes of the following theorem, we will need to use the fact that the quantum
groups FOF have the Haagerup property. More precisely, we require an approximate identity
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pϕrqrPp0,1q Ă C0pFOF q consisting of positive definite functions which has the same (exponen-
tial) decay rate as the semigroup prℓqrPp0,1q. This can be done as follows. Let pSnqnPN0 be the
type 2 Chebyschev polynomials defined in Section 5.1, and for each r P p0, 1q, define
ϕr “
ź
nPN0
SnprNq
SnpNq 1BpHnq P L8pFOF q.
Let 2 ă t0 ă 3 be fixed. Using the formula Snpxq “ ρpxqnp1´ρpxq´2n´2q1´ρpxq´2 where ρpxq “ x2
´
1 `
?
1´ 4x´2
¯
and x ě 2, one can easily find constants 0 ă C1 ă C2 depending only on N and
t0 such that
C1r
n ď SnprNq
SnpNq ď C2r
n pt0N´1 ď r ă 1q.
Since limrÑ1
SnprNq
SnpNq
“ 1 for each n P N0, this shows that pϕrqrPp0,1q Ă C0pFOF q is an approxi-
mate unit with the required exponential decay. To see that ϕr is positive definite, we appeal
to [7, Proposition 4.4] and [18, Theorem 17], where it is shown that each ϕr implements
a unital completely positive (central) multiplier of L1pO`F q. I.e., there exists a completely
bounded map L˚ P CBpL1pO`F qq given by
λˆpL˚ωˆq “ ϕrλˆpωˆq pωˆ P L1pO`F qq,
whose adjoint L “ pL˚q˚ is a σ-weakly continuous unital completely positive map on L8pO`F q.
(This was proved for F “ 1N in [7] and the general case can be deduced from [18].) To con-
clude, we just note that the complete positivity of L is equivalent to the positive definiteness
of ϕ˚r “ ϕr by Theorem 6.4 of [13]. See also Remark 5.13.
We now arrive at our characterization of the positive definite functions on FOF which
extend to states on C˚p pFOF q.
Theorem 5.14. Let F P UN with FF¯ “ ˘1 and let 2 ď p ă 8. The following conditions
are equivalent for a positive definite function ϕ P BpFOF q:
(1) ϕ P BLppFOF qpFOF q.
(2) supnPN0pn` 1q´1}pnϕ}p ă 8.
(3) p1` ℓq´1´ 2pϕ P LppFOF q.
(4) ϕ is weakly Lp. I.e., r
ℓϕ P LppFOF q for each 0 ă r ă 1.
Proof. In the following, we assume without loss of generality that }ϕ}BpFOF q “ 1.
(1) ùñ (2). Fix n P N0 and let x “ pn|ϕ|p´2ϕ˚ P CcpFOF q. Then we have
}pnϕ}pp “ hppn|ϕ|pq “ hpϕpn|ϕ|p´2ϕ˚q “ hpϕxq “ xωx, ϕy.
In particular, by Proposition 5.10, there is a constant DN ą 0 (independent of n P N0) such
that
}pnϕ}pp “ xωx, ϕy ď }ωx}C˚p pFOF q ď DNpn` 1q}x}q pwhere p´1 ` q´1 “ 1q
“ DNpn` 1qhp|x|
p
p´1 q p´1p “ DNpn ` 1qh
`ˇˇ
pn|ϕ|p´2ϕ˚
ˇˇ p
p´1
˘p´1
p
“ DNpn` 1qhppnp|ϕ|p´1q
p
p´1 q p´1p
“ DNpn` 1q}pnϕ}p´1p .
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From these inequalities, we obtain pn` 1q´1}pnϕ}p ď DN .
(2) ùñ (3). This implication follows from the inequality
}p1` ℓq´1´ 2pϕ}pp “
ÿ
nPN0
p1` nq´p´2}pnϕ}pp
ď sup
nPN0
!
pn` 1q´1}pnϕ}p
)p´ ÿ
nPN0
pn` 1q´2
¯
.
(3) ùñ (4). For each r P p0, 1q, one can find a constant Cr ą 0 such that rpn ď
Crpn` 1q´p´2 for all n P N0. From this, one easily sees that }rℓϕ}pp ď Cr}p1` ℓq´1´
2
pϕ}pp.
(4) ùñ (1). For each r P p0, 1q, let ϕr P BpFOF q be the positive definite function defined
in Remark 5.13. In particular, for r ą t0N´1, 0 ď ϕr ď C2rℓ, which by (4) and Lemma 4.6
implies that the norm one positive definite function ϕrϕ belongs to LppFOF qXALppFOF qpFOF q.
Since limrÑ1 pnϕrϕ “ pnϕ for each n P N0, it follows by linearity that
|xωx, ϕy| “ lim
rÑ1
|xωx, ϕrϕy| ď }ωx}C˚p pFOF q px P CcpFOF qq,
In particular, ϕ P BLppFOF qpFOF q. 
5.4. Proof that C˚p pFOF q is exotic for 2 ă p ă 8. Before proceeding to the proof
of Theorem 5.4, we need the following lemma. Recall that pSnqnPN0 are the Chebyschev
polynomials defined in Section 5.1. We also remind the reader that dimpHnq “ SnpNq,
where Hn is the irreducible unitary representation of O
`
F with label n.
Lemma 5.15. Let p P p1,8q, N ě 3 and ρ ą 1 be such that ρ` ρ´1 “ N . Then the seriesÿ
nPN0
rpnSnpNq2 p0 ă r ă 1q
converges if r ă ρ´2{p and diverges if r ą ρ´2{p.
Proof. By the ratio test, this series converges if L :“ lim supn r
pSn`1pNq2
SnpNq2
ă 1 and diverges if
L ą 1. Since SnpNq “ ρn
´
1´ρ´2n´2
1´ρ´2
¯
, we obtain
L “ lim sup
n
rpρ2
p1´ ρ´2n´4q2
p1´ ρ´2n´2q2 “ r
pρ2.

Proof of Theorem 5.4. (1) Let 2 ď p ă p1 ă 8. Since the canonical quotient mapC˚p1pFOF q Ñ
C˚p pFOF q is injective if and only if BLppFOF qpFOF q “ BLp1pFOF qpFOF q, it suffices to exhibit
a positive definite element ϕ P BLp1pFOF qpFOF qzBLppFOF qpFOF q. Consider the net pϕrqrPp0,1q
of positive definite elements of BpFOF q introduced in Remark 5.13. Choose 0 ă r0 ă 1 so
that ρ´2{p ă r0 ă ρ´2{p1, where ρ ą 1 is such that ρ ` ρ´1 “ N , and consider the corre-
sponding positive definite element ϕr0 . Since there are constants 0 ă C1 ă C2 such that
C1r
ℓ
0 ď ϕr0 ď C2rℓ0, we have, for each r P p0, 1q,
}rℓϕr0}p
1
p1 ă 8 ðñ }prr0qℓ}p
1
p1 “
ÿ
nPN0
prr0qp1nSnpNq2 ă 8.
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Since r0 ă ρ´2{p1, ϕr0 is weakly Lp1 by Lemma 5.15 and ϕr0 P BLp1pFOF qpFOF q by The-
orem 5.14. On the other hand, since ρ´2{p ă r0, there exists an r1 P p0, 1q such that
ρ´2{p ă r1r0, and therefore }rℓ1ϕr0} ě C1}pr1r0qℓ}p “ 8 by Lemma 5.15. In particular,
ϕr0 R BLppFOF qpFOF q by Theorem 5.14.
(2). Fix 2 ă p ă 8. To show that C˚p pFOF q fl CupO`F q, it suffices to show that
C˚p pFOF q does not have any non-trivial one-dimensional representations (characters). Sup-
pose, to reach a contradiction, that π : C˚p pFOF q Ñ C “ BpCq is a character and let
Uπ P UpL8pFOF qq be the unitary element implementing π. Since π is one-dimensional,
Uπ “ ϕπ1,1 is also a positive definite coefficient function in BLppFOF qpFOF q and Theorem 5.14
(4) implies that
}rℓUπ}pp “
ÿ
nPN0
rnp}pnUπ}pp “
ÿ
nPN0
rnpSnpNq2 ă 8 p0 ă r ă 1q.
This contradicts Lemma 5.15. The non-isomorphism C˚p pFOF q fl CpO`F q follows from the
fact that CpO`F q is a simple C˚-algebra [39, Theorem 7.2], while C˚p pFOF q is not simple by
(1). 
5.5. Uniqueness of trace. In this section we prove Theorem 5.6, which states that the
Haar state is the unique tracial state on C˚p pFOF q for each 2 ď p ă 8. The p “ 2 case was
proved in [39] using a quantum analogue of the “conjugation by generators” approach to
simplicity of reduced free group C˚-algebras. In our proof, we develop an Lp version of this
quantum conjugation by generators method.
In BpH1q “ Bpℓ2pNqq Ă L8pFOF q, let peijq1ďi,jďN be a system of matrix units and let
pωijq1ďi,jďN Ă L1pFOF q be the corresponding dual basis (relative to the duality induced by
the Haar weight h). Note that L1pFOF q is generated by pωijq1ďi,jďN as a Banach ˚-algebra
and that the matrix Ω :“ rωijs is a unitary element of the ˚-algebra MNpL1pGqq. This
just follows from the fact that pλ b ιqΩ “ Uˆ˚ P MN pCpO`F qq, where Uˆ is the fundamental
representation of O`F . Using the family pωijq1ďi,jďN , we define the following “conjugation by
generators” map
Φ : L1pFOF q Ñ L1pFOF q; Φpωq “ 1
2N
Nÿ
i,j“1
`
ωij ‹ ω ‹ ω7ij ` ω7ij ‹ ω ‹ ωij
˘
.(5.6)
Remark 5.16. Since Ω “ rωijs is unitary, we have
ř
i,j ωij ‹ ω7ij “
ř
i,j ω
7
ij ‹ ωij “ N and it
follows that Φ is unital and τ “ τ ˝ Φ for any tracial state τ : L1pFOF q Ñ C.
Since we have ωij “ 1Nωeji, it follows that }ωij}1 “ }ω7ij}1 “ 1 for each 1 ď i, j ď N , and
therefore one obtains the trivial bound }Φ}L1pFOF qÑL1pFOF q ď N . In the following lemma, we
show that this bound can be greatly improved.
Lemma 5.17. }Φ}L1pFOF qÑL1pFOF q “ 1.
Proof. Since L1pFOF q “ L8pFOF q˚ is a completely contractive Banach algebra, we have
2N}Φpωq} ď
››› Nÿ
i,j“1
ωij ‹ ω b ω7ij
›››
L1pFOF qpbL1pFOF q `
››› Nÿ
i,j“1
ω7ij b ω ‹ ωij
›››
L1pFOF qpbL1pFOF q.
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It therefore suffices to show that the two norms on the right side of the above equation are
bounded by N}ω}1 for each ω P L1pFOF q.
Let peiq1ďiďN be the orthonormal basis corresponding to the matrix units eij P BpH1q and
put a “ ret
1
et
2
. . . etN s PM1,N2 . Then we can write
řN
i,j“1 ωij‹ωbω7ij “ a¨prωij‹ωsbrω7ijsq¨at,
and it follows from the definition of the operator projective tensor product that››› Nÿ
i,j“1
ωij ‹ ω b ω7ij
›››
L1pFOF qpbL1pFOF q ď }a}}at}}rωij ‹ ωs}MNpL1pFOF qq}rω
7
ijs}MN pL1pFOF qq
ď N}ω}1}rωijs}2MN pL1pFOF qq,
where in the second inequality we have used }a} “ }at} “ ?N , the complete contractivity
of the convolution product ‹, and the fact that the involution 7 is a complete isometry.
To conclude the proof, recall that we have a completely isometric identificationMNpL1pFOF qq –
CB
σpL8pFOF q,MNpCqq, where the latter operator space is the collection of all completely
bounded σ-weakly continuous linear maps from L8pFOF q to MN pCq. This identification is
given by
rfijs PMN pL1pFOF qq ÞÑ tx P L8pFOF q ÞÑ rxfij, xys PMN pCqu.
As a consequence, our matrix Ω “ rωijs P MNpL1pFOF qq corresponds (under this identi-
fication) to the completely positive projection map L8pFOF q “
ś
kPN0
BpHkq Ñ BpH1q –
MN pCq. In particular, }rωijs}MN pL1pFOF qq “ 1 and therefore››› Nÿ
i,j“1
ωij ‹ ω b ω7ij
›››
L1pFOF qpbL1pFOF q ď N}ω}1,
and a similar argument yields
›››řNi,j“1 ω7ij b ω ‹ ωij›››
L1pFOF qpbL1pFOF q ď N}ω}1. 
Since the left and right actions of L1pFOF q extend to actions of L1pFOF q on LppFOF q, we
can also consider the map Φ as a bounded linear map on LppFOF q for each 1 ď p ď 8. In
the following proposition, we let Lp,0 Ă LppFOF q denote the codimension 1 subspace given
by the } ¨ }p-completion of
À
ně1 BpHnq “ CcpFOF q a Cp0. Note that since ΦpLp,0q Ď Lp,0
for each p, we may regard Φ as a bounded linear map on Lp,0. The following norm estimate
is crucial for our proof of unique trace for C˚p pFOF q.
Proposition 5.18. For each 1 ă q ď 2, there is a constant 0 ă Cpq, Nq ă 1 such that
}Φ}Lq,0ÑLq,0 ď Cpq, Nq.
Proof. From Lemma 5.17 we have }Φ}L1,0ÑL1,0 ď 1, and in the proof of Theorem 7.2 in [39]
it is shown that there exists a constant 0 ă CpNq ă 1 such that }Φ}L2,0ÑL2,0 ď CpNq. Since
Lq,0 is the complex interpolation space pL1,0, L2,0qθ, where θ “ 2p1´ q´1q, it follows that
}Φ}Lq,0ÑLq,0 ď }Φ}1´θL1,0ÑL1,0}Φ}θL2,0ÑL2,0 ď CpNq2p1´q
´1q ă 1.

We now have all the tools we need to prove Theorem 5.6.
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Proof of Theorem 5.6. Fix 2 ď p ă 8 and let 1 ă q ď 2 be the conjugate exponent to p.
Denote by hˆ the tracial Haar state of O`F “zFOF , which corresponds to the positive definite
function p0 “ ϕλΛpp0q,Λpp0q P L8pFOF q. To prove the theorem, note that it suffices to show
lim
kÑ8
}Φkpωq ´ xω, p0yωp0}C˚p pFOF q “ 0 pω P L1pGqq.(5.7)
Indeed, if (5.7) is true and τ is any C˚p pFOF q-norm continuous tracial state on L1pFOF q,
then τpωq “ limkÑ8 τpΦkpωqq “ τpωp0qxω, p0y “ xω, p0y for each ω P L1pFOF q.
To prove (5.7), fix x P CcpFOF q and consider ωx P L1pFOF q. (By density, it suffices
to prove (5.7) for elements of the form ωx). Using the notation from Corollary 5.11, let
npxq “ maxtn : pnx ‰ 0u. For each k P N, let zk P CcpFOF q be the unique element such that
Φkpωx ´ xωx, p0yωp0q “ ωzk . Using the fusion rules for O`F described in Section 5.1, we get
the estimate npzkq ď npxq`2k. In particular, it follows from Corollary 5.11 and Proposition
5.18 that
}Φkpωxq ´ xωx, p0yωp0}C˚p pFOF q “ }Φkpωx ´ xωx, p0yωp0q}C˚p pFOF q “ }ωzk}C˚p pFOF q
ď DNpnpxq ` 2k ` 1q1`1{p}ωzk}q
“ DNpnpxq ` 2k ` 1q1`1{p}Φkpωx ´ xωx, p0yωp0q}q
ď DNpnpxq ` 2k ` 1q1`1{p}Φ}kLq,0ÑLq,0}ωx ´ xωx, p0yωp0}q
ď DNpnpxq ` 2k ` 1q1`1{pCpq, Nqk}ωx ´ xωx, p0yωp0}q.
Since 0 ă Cpq, Nq ă 1, limkÑ8 }Φkpωxq ´ xωx, p0yωp0}C˚p pFOF q “ 0. 
5.6. Unitary free quantum groups. In this section we will outline how the ideas de-
veloped to study the Lp-C
˚-algebras C˚p pFOF q can be adapted to the case of (unimodular)
unitary free quantum groups.
Let F P GLNpCq be such that FF¯ “ ˘1. Recall from [40, 2] that the unitary free quantum
group FUF is the discrete quantum group whose compact dual quantum group U
`
F “ yFUF
is given by the universal C˚-algebra
CupU`F q “ C˚
`tuˆiju1ďi,jďN | Uˆ “ ruˆijs and F ¯ˆUF´1 are unitary˘.
The coproduct ∆ˆu for U
`
F is defined exactly as it is for O
`
F . In particular, ∆ˆu is defined so
that Uˆ becomes an irreducible unitary representation of U`F . It is known that FUF is non-
amenable if and only if N ě 2 [2]. As in the orthogonal case, we have by [2, The´ore`me 3]
that FUF is unimodular if and only if our F (which satisfies FF¯ “ ˘1) is a unitary matrix.
In this case, using [2, Remarque on page 145], we can replace F by the identity matrix
without changing the underlying discrete quantum group. Therefore, for the remainder, we
work with FUN :“ FU1N and U`N :“zFUN .
Let us recall the structure of the irreducible unitary representations of U`N obtained in
[2]. There is a natural identification between IrrpU`N q and the free semigroup F`2 on two
generators, which sends the pair of irreducible unitary representations pUˆ , Uˆq to the pair
of generators of pα, βq of F`
2
and the trivial representation to the empty word e P F`
2
.
The conjugation and fusion rules of the irreducible unitary representations are determined
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recursively by
gUˆ “ Uˆg, Uˆg “ gUˆ , gUˆ j Uˆh “ gUˆUˆh, gUˆ j Uˆh “ gUˆUˆh‘ pg j hq pg, h P F`
2
q.
In particular, each inclusion γ Ă g j h of irreducible representations is multiplicity free.
Finally, fix a family pHgqgPF`
2
of representative Hilbert spaces on which the irreducible
representations of U`N act. Denote by ℓ : F
`
2
Ñ N0 the canonical word length function and
define, for each n P N0, the subspace
CcpFUNqn “
à
ℓpgq“n
BpHgq Ă CcpFUN q.
Note that CcpFUNqn “ pnL8pFUN q where pn is the central projection pn “
ř
ℓpgq“n pg.
Using the above length function ℓ and the corresponding homogeneous subspaces CcpFUNqn
of length n, we will prove an Lq-property of rapid decay for the quantum group FUN similar
to Proposition 5.9. As in the orthogonal case, the following theorem is a key tool in proving
that the Lp-C
˚-algebras associated to FUN are exotic. To obtain this theorem and the results
that follow, we exploit the close structural relationship between FOF and FUF discovered in
[2]. This allows us to use our work in the previous section on FOF to deduce corresponding
results for FUF .
Recall that αq denotes the natural left action of L1pFUNq on LqpFUNq.
Theorem 5.19. Let N ě 3. Then there is a constant DN ą 0 depending only on N such
that for each 1 ă q ď 2 and each n P N0,
}αqpωxq}BpLqpFUN qq ď DNpn` 1q}x}q px P CcpFUN qnq.(5.8)
Moreover, if 2 ď p ă 8 is the conjugate exponent to q, then
}ωx}C˚p pFUN q ď DNpn ` 1q}x}q.(5.9)
Remark 5.20. Presumably the above result is true for N “ 2 as well. However, our proof
technique (which relies heavily on the FOF case where N ě 3) only allows us to conclude
the result when N ě 3.
As in the orthogonal case, Theorem 5.19 relies on the following “local” inequality. Compare
with Lemma 5.8.
Lemma 5.21. Let N ě 3 and DN ą 0 the constant given by Lemma 5.8. Then for any
1 ď q ď 2 and any γ, g, h P F`2 , we have
}pγpαqpωxqpyqq}q ď DN}x}q}y}q px P BpHgq, y P BpHhqq.(5.10)
Proof. Fix γ, g, h P F`2 and x P BpHgq, y P BpHhq as above. We assume that γ Ă g j h
(otherwise pγpαqpωxqyq “ 0 and there is nothing to prove). Since the inclusion γ Ă g j h is
multiplicity-free, the arguments in the proof of Lemma 5.8 apply in the present context to
show that it suffices to obtain the following analogue of inequality (5.4):
}pV g,hγ q˚pxb yqV g,hγ }SqpHγq ď DN
´ dγ
dgdh
¯1´1{q
}x}SqpHgq}y}SqpHhq,(5.11)
where V g,hγ is the (unique up to scaling by T) isometric inclusion of representations Hγ ãÑ
Hg bHh. To establish (5.11), we will examine three cases.
Case 1: If g j h is irreducible, then γ “ g j h and (5.11) holds trivially.
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Case 2: Next we assume g¯ “ UˆUˆ Uˆ ... and h “ UˆUˆ Uˆ ... (or g¯ “ UˆUˆ Uˆ ... and h “ UˆUˆ Uˆ ... )
are both alternating words in tUˆ , Uˆu. Then, as shown in [42, Section 2] (see also [43, Page
16]), we have identifications Hg “ Hℓpgq, Hh “ Hℓphq, Hγ “ Hℓpγq and V g,hγ “ V ℓpgq,ℓphqℓpγq , where
V
ℓpgq,ℓphq
ℓpγq , Hℓpgq, Hℓphq, Hℓpγq are the corresponding objects associated to the orthogonal free
quantum group FON :“ FO1N . Using these identifications, (5.11) follows immediately from
(5.4).
Case 3: Finally we consider the most general case. Given γ Ă g j h, the fusion rules
for IrrpU`N q imply that there is a unique triple pg1, h1, τq P F`2 such that g “ g1τ , h “ τ¯h1
and γ “ g1h1. Let g1 (respectively h1) be the longest subword of g1 (respectively h1) such
that g1 “ g1 j g2 (respectively h1 “ h2 j h1). Next, let f be the longest subword of τ such
τ “ τ 1 j f . Writing g2 “ g2τ 1 and h2 “ τ¯ 1h2, we obtain decompositions g “ g1 j g2 j f ,
h “ f¯ jh2jh1 and γ “ g1j g2h2jh1. By construction g2h2 Ă g2jh2 is an inclusion of the
type given by case 2. To verify (5.11) in this general case, let peIqI and peIqI be orthonormal
bases for Hf and Hf¯ , respectively, with the property that t “ d´1{2f
ř
I eIbeI : C ãÑ HfbHf¯
is an isometric intertwiner (unit invariant vector). This is always possible since U`N is of Kac
type. Then we obtain the following expression for V g,hγ (after making the identifications
Hg2 “ Hℓpg2q, Hh2 “ Hℓph2q, Hg2h2 “ Hℓpg2h2q and V g2,h2g2h2 “ V ℓpg2q,ℓph2qℓpg2h2q as in case 2):
V g,hγ “ pιHg1bHg2 b t b ιHh2bHh1 q ˝ pιHg1 b V
ℓpg2q,ℓph2q
ℓpg2h2q b ιHh1 q.(5.12)
Using this formula we may now proceed along the lines of the proof of Lemma 5.8 (using the
notation therein). Identify Hℓpg2q with the highest weight subspace of Hℓpg2qbpCNqbℓpτ 1q and
identify Hℓph2q with the highest weight subspace of pCNqbℓpτ 1qbHℓpg2q. Let tei,jui,j , teI,JuI,J
and teI,JuI,J be the canonical matrix units for BppCN qbℓpτ 1qq, BpHfq and BpHf¯ q, respectively.
Then we can uniquely write x P BpHgq and y P BpHhq as
x “
ÿ
i,j,I,J
xIJij b eij b eIJ , y “
ÿ
i,j,I,J
eIJ b eiˇ,jˇ b yIJij ,
where xIJij P BpHg1 b Hg2q and yIJij P BpHh2 b Hh1q. Using this decomposition and (5.12),
one readily calculates
}pV g,hγ q˚pxb yqV g,hγ }SqpHγq
“ d´1f
›››pιHg1 b V ℓpg2q,ℓph2qℓpg2h2q b ιHh1 q˚´ ÿ
i,j,I,J
xIJij b ei,j b eiˇ,jˇ b yIJij
¯
pιHg1 b V
ℓpg2q,ℓph2q
ℓpg2h2q b ιHh1 q
›››
SqpHγq
ď d´1f DN
´ dℓpg2h2q
dℓpg2qdℓph2q
¯1{2››› ÿ
i,j,I,J
xIJij b yIJij
›››
SqpHg1bHg2bHh2bHh1q
pusing (5.5)q
ď d´1f DN
´ dℓpg2h2q
dℓpg2qdℓph2q
¯1{2
}x}SqpHgq}y}Sqphhq pby Proposition 5.7q
“ DN
´ dγ
dgdh
¯1{2
}x}SqpHgq}y}SqpHhq ď DN
´ dγ
dgdh
¯1´1{q
}x}SqpHgq}y}SqpHhq.

We are now ready to prove Theorem 5.19.
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Proof of Theorem 5.19. First note that, as in the proof of Proposition 5.10, inequality (5.9)
follows from (5.8) and Lemma 4.6.
To prove (5.8), we first prove the following inequality: For any triple pl, n, kq P N3
0
,
}plpαqpωxqpyqq}q ď DN}x}q}y}q px P CcpFUNqn, y P CcpFUNqkq.(5.13)
Fix x P CcpFUNqn, y P CcpFUNqk and l P N0. We write l Ă n b k if there exist γ, g, h P F`2
such that γ Ă gjh and pℓpγq, ℓpgq, ℓphqq “ pl, n, kq. Note that to prove (5.13), we can assume
l Ă n b k, since plpαqpωxqpyqq “ 0 otherwise. Let γ Ă g j h with pℓpγq, ℓpgq, ℓphqq “ pl, n, kq
and let r “ n`k´l
2
. Then there exists a unique triple pτ, g1, h1q P pF`2 q3 with pℓpτq, ℓpg1q, ℓph1q “
pr, n´ r, k ´ rq, g “ g1τ , h “ τ¯ h1 and γ “ g1h1. Moreover, every such triple pγ, g, hq arises in
this way. Using this change of variables, we can write
plαqpωxqpyq “
ÿ
ℓpγq“l
ℓpgq“n
ℓphq“k
pγαqpωpgxqpphyq “
ÿ
ℓpg1q“n´r
ℓph1q“k´r
ÿ
ℓpτq“r
pg1h1αqpωpg1τxqppτ¯h1yq.
Since the projections pg1h1 are mutually orthogonal for differing values of g
1, h1, we obtain the
following Lq-norm estimate.
}plαqpωxqpyq}qq “
ÿ
ℓpg1q“n´r
ℓph1q“k´r
››› ÿ
ℓpτq“r
pg1h1αqpωpg1τxqppτ¯h1yq
›››q
q
ď DqN
ÿ
ℓpg1q“n´r
ℓph1q“k´r
´ ÿ
ℓpτq“r
}pg1τx}q}pτ¯h1y}q
¯q
pby Lemma 5.21q
ď DqN
ÿ
ℓpg1q“n´r
ℓph1q“k´r
´ ÿ
ℓpτq“r
}pg1τx}qq
¯´ ÿ
ℓpτq“r
}pτ¯h1y}pq
¯q{p
pwhere p´1 ` q´1 “ 1q
ď DqN
ÿ
ℓpg1q“n´r
ℓph1q“k´r
´ ÿ
ℓpτq“r
}pg1τx}qq
¯´ ÿ
ℓpτq“r
}pτ¯h1y}qq
¯
psince p ě qq
“ DqN}x}qq}yq}q.
This proves (5.13).
The proof of (5.8) using (5.13) is now almost identical to the proof of Proposition 5.9.
Indeed, since the fusion rules for IrrpU`N q imply that l Ă n b k iff l “ n ` k ´ 2r for some
0 ď r ď mintn, ku, it follows (just as in the orthogonal case) that the sets tk : l Ă n b ku
and tl : l Ă n b ku have cardinality at most n ` 1. The rest of the argument follows the
proof of Proposition 5.9 verbatim: Take y “ řkPN0 yk P LqpFUN q with yk “ pky P CcpFUNqk.
Then plpαqpωxqyk ‰ 0 only if l Ă nb k, and therefore
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}αqpωxqpyq}qq “
ÿ
lPN0
}plαqpωxqpyq}qq “
ÿ
lPN0
››› ÿ
k:lĂnbk
plαqpωxqpykq
›››q
q
ď DqN}x}qq
ÿ
lPN0
´ ÿ
k:lĂnbk
}yk}q
¯q
pby (5.13)q
ď DqN}x}qqpn` 1qq}y}qq.

Using Theorem 5.19, we obtain a characterization of the positive definite functions on
FUN that extend to states on C
˚
p pFUNq which parallels the orthogonal case (Theorem 5.14).
Theorem 5.22. Let N ě 3 and 2 ď p ă 8. The following conditions are equivalent for a
positive definite function ϕ P BpFUNq:
(1) ϕ P BLppFUN qpFUNq.
(2) supnPN0pn` 1q´1}pnϕ}p ă 8.
(3) p1` ℓq´1´ 2pϕ P LppFUNq.
(4) ϕ is weakly Lp. I.e., r
ℓϕ P LppFUNq for each 0 ă r ă 1, where prℓqrPp0,1q Ă C0pFUNq
denotes the semigroup
rℓ “
ź
gPF`
2
rℓpgq1BpHgq.
Proof. The implications (1) ùñ (2) ùñ (3) ùñ (4) are proved exactly as in Theorem
5.14.
(4) ùñ (1). In [7, Section 5.2], an approximate unit pψrq0ăκără1 Ă C0pFUNq consisting
of norm one positive definite functions was constructed with the property that ψr ď Crℓ for
some C ą 0 (depending only on N) [7, Proposition 5.8]. (Warning: In [7] this net is denoted
by pΨˆtqt where t P pt0, Nq. See equation (5.10) in [7]. Here we are taking ψr “ ΨˆrN where
κ “ t0{N ă r ă 1). Using the approximate unit pψrqr, we conclude that ϕ P BLppFUN qpFUNq
exactly as in the orthogonal case. 
We can now prove that the C˚-algebras pC˚p pFUNqqpPp2,8q are all exotic.
Corollary 5.23. Let N ě 3.
(1) For each 2 ď p ă p1 ă 8, the canonical quotient map
C˚p1pFUNq Ñ C˚p pFUN q
extending the identity map on L1pFUNq is not injective.
(2) For each 2 ă p ă 8, the C˚-algebra C˚p pFUN q is not isomorphic (as a C˚-algebra) to
either the universal C˚-algebra CupU`N q or the reduced C˚-algebra CpU`N q.
Proof. (1). We recall from [17] the notion of a (closed) quantum subgroup H a discrete quan-
tum group G. In particular, H is discrete, IrrpHˆq Ď IrrpGˆq and L8pHq can be identified with
the subalgebra p
Hˆ
L8pGq, where pHˆ “
ř
αPIrrpHˆq pα. Moreover it follows from [41, Proposition
2.2] that p
Hˆ
is implements a unital completely positive multiplier of L1pGˆq in the sense of
Remark 5.13. In particular, p
Hˆ
is a norm one positive definite function on G by [13, Theorem
6.4].
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Now let H be the quantum subgroup of FUN given by
IrrpHˆq “ tg2nunPN0 Ă F`2 where g2n “ pUˆ Uˆqn.
Let pψrq0ăκďră1 Ă C0pFUN q be the net of norm one positive definite functions constructed
[7, Proposition 5.8]. Let ψ˜r “ ψrpHˆ. Then ψ˜r P BpFUNq is a norm one positive definite
function, and the description of IrrpU`N q given in [44, Proposition 4.3] gives the following
expression for ψ˜r:
pgψ˜r “
#
S2nprNq
S2npNq
1BpHg2n q if g “ g2n P IrrpHˆq
0 otherwise
pg P F`
2
q.
Now fix 2 ď p ă p1 ă 8 and consider the positive definite function
ϕr0 “
ź
nPN0
S2npr0Nq
S2npNq 1BpHnq P BLp1pFON qpFONqzBLppFON qpFONq
constructed in the proof of Theorem 5.4 (1). Let ψ˜r0 be the corresponding positive defi-
nite function on FUN . Since we have dimpHg2nq “ dimpH2nq, where H2n is the irreducible
representation of FON with label 2n, it follows from an easy modification of Lemma 5.15 (con-
sidering only even summands) that ψ˜r0 is weakly Lq (for some 1 ď q ă 8) if and only if ϕr0
is weakly Lq. Since ϕr0 is weakly Lp1 but not weakly Lp, we conclude from Theorem 5.22 that
ψ˜r0 P BLp1 pFUN qpFUNqzBLppFUN qpFUNq. I.e., the canonical quotient C˚p1pFUNq Ñ C˚p pFUNq is
not injective.
(2). The argument here is the same as the orthogonal case. Fix 2 ă p ă 8. The non-
isomorphism C˚p pFUNq fl CpU`N q follows from the simplicity of CpU`N q [2, Theorem 3] and the
non-simplicity of C˚p pFUN q by (1). The non-isomorphism C˚p pFUNq fl CupU`N q follows from
the fact that C˚p pFUN q has no characters. Indeed, any character on C˚p pFUN q corresponds
to a weakly Lp positive definite function ϕ P BpFUN q X UpL8pFUN qq, and such a ϕ must
satisfy
}rℓϕ}pp “
ÿ
gPF`
2
rℓpgqp dimpHgq2 ă 8 p0 ă r ă 1q.
Since the above sum diverges for r close to 1, no such ϕ can exist. 
Remark 5.24. At this time we are unable to prove the uniqueness of trace for the C˚-
algebras pC˚p pFUNqqpPp2,8q. We suspect that a conjugation by generators approach similar to
the orthogonal case should work here as well.
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